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Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, October 2, 1958

THE HULA HOOPSTERS turned out in force last
Friday afternoon at Fulton's Memorial stadium to
compete for prizes offered by WFUL. Stands were
full of spectators, too.

NG

M
oarshal Barham knows now
that every knock is a boost. He
ought to know. He's had enough
knocks. And with this last blow,
Lhe got a boost in his life and a
st to his morale as well.
And Marshal has to thank the
good people everywhere who
listen to Radio Station WFUL
every day.
And here's the story of Marshal
Barham:
It was last September that
Marshall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Barium of Hickman, Route
4, was accidently shot in the left
leg. He was brought to Fulton
Hospital and from there was
taken to a Memphis hospital,
where he was a patient for a
long time. His leg had to amputated four inches above the
knee.
Finally, the lad was able to return home and since that time

had been able to get around in
his wheelchair.
On Wednesday morning of last
week, Marshall had another
streak of bad luck. He lost control of his wheelchair and it rolled down an embankment. The boy
received a broken left arm, and
his wheelchair was damaged beyond repair. His parents, who are
in dire circumstances, could not
afford to buy a new chair for the
boy and tie cannot walk with
crutches, because his arm is in a
cast. There was no way for him
to get about, only to hop on one
leg and this is quite difficult.
But Marshal knows now that
every cloud has a silver lining.
Indeed. Mrs. Pete Ashby called
WFUL just as soon as she heard
about Marshal over the air and
said that she had a used wheel
chair that needed a few repairs
Continued on Page Ten

Low Bid For Siegel Factory Runs
High; Letting Of Contract Delayed
Work On Ferry-Morse Plant Is
Continuing; Bonds Delivered
The Holt Lumber Company of Milan, Tenn., was the
low bidder for the construction of the new Henry I.
Siegel Company factory building, at a called meeting
of the South Fulton City Council Tuesday night. The
low bid was $362,700, while the high bid was made by
the Building and Roads Construction Company of Memphis, at $395,316.00.
The lowest bid was $62,700
over the $300,000 raised by public
subscription and the sell of bonds
for the building project, although,
according to South Fulton Mayor
Milton Counce, about $15,000 in
deducts from this amount can be

Party And No Party Greets Senator
And Mrs. Cooper At Fulton Gathering
as
DL Ky.

NOTHIN' TO IT says little Jennifer Ruth Moss
(age 4) as she expertly kept the hoop reeling for several minutes. Jennifer is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Moss, South Fulton.. and her father is
currently on a South American cruise as engineer of
a passenger liner.
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THINGS GET A urn...E TOUGHER to handle
when you keep eight hoops going at once, said Andy
Batts, but Andy managed--for awhile.
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A. N. Paschall
Dies Tuesday

ternational affairs, 'Mrs. Cooper
displays a keen interest in the
affairs of her adopted State. She
had no difficulty discussing the
problems of Kentucky's varied industries. And was equally ;adept
at discussing the role of a Senator's wife as that role integrates
itself into the pattern of Senator
Cooper's busy life.
And Senator Cooper, visiting
one guest and then another, had
no hesitancy in discussing
Quemoy, integratn.. Sherman
Adams and a stsiiinircitlisr 16olieS
with anybody who wanted to discuss them with him.
For sure it was a grand ole
party ... a party without a party
All those who are interested in
and we lived so long to see it.
the organization of a Little
And everybody was happy Theatre group are asked to be at
about the whole thing.
the First Methodist Church Thursday evening at 7:30.
The group will be sponsored
by the First Methodist Church,
although its membership will not
be restricted to Methodists. Mrs.
Hendon Wright has agreed to lead
the Little Theatre work.

Damage Suit
Settled Out Of
Court Monday

DEVILS PLAY ALAMO
The South Fulton Red Devils
The damage suit in which Mr. will play Alamo,
Tenn., there Friand Mrs. A. D. McIntyre and day night
Game time will be
daughter. Rose, of Fulton were 8 o'clock
seeking $87,000 against Ronco
Foods, Robert Eugene Wilson of
Memphis and R. E Hyland of Fulton, was settled out of court Monday. The case was set for Monday at the third week of the
September term of Fulton Circuit
court at Fulton.
The suit grew out of an accident near the local radio station
on February 6th when Rose McIntyre received serious injuries.
She was riding in a car driven
bys41. E. Hyland of Fulton. Hyland's car and a Ronco Foods
trtIrk collided at the entrance to
the'radtb station.
The McIntyre's were represented by Miles & Miles of Union City
and Terrell, Schultz.man and
Hardy of Paducah. The attorneys
for the defendants were W. C.
Tipton of Hickman, David R. Reed
of Paducah and James Warren of
Fulton.
Court adjourned Monday to
meet again on Wednesday at
Hickman.

Services for Alfred Noah Paschall, 82, of Fulton, who died
Tuesday afternoon at 3:15 at Fulton Hospital, will be held Thursday (today) at 2:30 p. m., at the
Oak Grove Baptist Church. The
Rev. John Laida and the Rev.
Mr. Gillian will officiate. Burial,
under direction of Williams and
Perry Funeral Home of Greenfield, will be in the church cemetery.
Mr. Paschall, who had made
his home with,his daughter, Mrs.
Raymond Brown in Fulton for
some time, suffered a stroke about
three weeks ago and had been in
the hospital since that time.
Mr. Paschall first married Miss
Dole G. Humphreys in 1899 and
to this union four children were
born. She died in 1939. He later
Most MAMAS can't keep up with their children, married Mrs. Beulah Monroe in
but Betty Vowell is one who can, as she demon- 1946. She died in 1957.
Mr. Paschall leaves four daughstrates.
BULLDOGS PLAY MURRAY
ters, Mrs. Raymond Brown of
Fulton, Mrs. Miry Mitchell of
The Fulton High Bulldogs, who
Chicago, Mrs. James Underwood are undefeated this season, will
of Martin, and Mrs. Thomas Mc- play the Murray Tigers here FriGee of Detroit; a stepson, George day night at Memorial Stadium.
Monroe of Las Vegas, Nevada; a Game time will be 8 o'clock.
stepdaughter. Mrs. Jack Spain of
All local fans are urged to atContinued on Page Ten
tend the game.
Ten thousand (10,000) of
The annual talent hunt is conAmerica's brightest high school ducted by the National Merit
seniors were identified today in Scholarship Corporation of Evansthe first stage of a nationwide ton, Illinois.
search for unusually 'able stuWinning students receive fourdents, sponsored by seventy-five
year collge scholarships and, as
business and industrial companies,
By Jo Weetplseling
makes a half revolution.
necessary, financial support. Minifoundations, and other groups.
The hoola-hoop contest was a
mum awards are $100 a year; and
Well,
so
we
had
it.
And
now
The teenagers named today the Merit Scholarships can range
thing that we dreamed up at
we've
The
got
pain
it.
in
the back WFUL at the spur of the moment
were the high scorers in their upward to $1,500 a year, the exact
respective states on the National mount depending upon the need I mean. Its gruesome.
to add a little "color" to the FulMerit Scholarship Qualifying Test, of the winner.
That hoola-hoop contest that ton home-coming celebration. We
educational
nationwide
of
test
we had last Friday at Memorial announced it on the morning livea
Among the Merit Scholarship Stadium was the durndest thing wire and even said that we would
development given to sonic four
semi-finalists
in
Kentucky
are
hundred and seventy-nine thouI ever saw since here we've been. not award the prize unless a
sand (479,000) high school stu- Kenneth Turner, Jr and Charlie Four year olds can stand almost representative number of kidlets
Huddleston
of
Fulton
School.
High
dents on April 29th. The bright
immovable with that hoop just showed up. We kidded ourselves
Kenneth is the son of Mr. and going round and round. And me, into that last statement, because
youngsters thus moved one step
closer to at least 735 Merit Schol- Mrs. Kenneth Turner and Charlie I shake and rattle and roll like kids and hoops fell out.of everyarships and other awards, valued is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Arch a goon in the advanced stage of where, and we looked out upon
Huddleston, of Fulton.
at an estimated $5 million.
St. Vitus disease and it barely almost 125 kids who couldn't wait

Two Fulton High Boys Are Among
Merit Scholarship Semi-Finalists

lic subscription and $200,00e was
raised by the sale of industrial
bonds in South Fulton, where the
new factory building will be
located.
Meanwhile on the Kentucky
side of town, Fulton Mayor Nelson Tripp, Monday delivered the
million dollars worth of FerryCONGRATULATIONS!

Wednesday afternoon Fulton
Mayor Nelson Tripp received
the following telegram from
used if necessary.
At the meeting Tuesday night, James Pottinger, executive
Sam and Jessie Siegel of the vice-president of the FerryHenry I. Siegel Company, were Morse Seed Company:
"We thank the city adminispresent, and it was decided that
the Siegels and the South Fulton tration, the banks, the business
Council would take under advise- houses and the citizens of Fulment the low bid and defer action ton for such an inspiring reuntil a meeting sometime the mid- sponse and subscription for the
City of Fulton revenue bonds in
dle of next week.
It was back a few months ago financing the new plant of
that the Siegel officials announc- Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
"It is our ernest determinaed plans of leaving Fulton unless
a new building was built. At that tion that such confidence will
time $100,000 was raised by pub- be fully justified and the prosperity of the people of Fulton
and Ferry-Morse Seed Company
will grow with the years.
Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
James Pottinger,
Executive Vice-President."

Aged Negro Is
Given Five Years
In Penitentiary

By Jo Westpheling
It was a party . . . and no party Tuesday afternoon
when Senator John Sherman Cooper and his lovely lady
"invaded" this Democratic stronghold.
Senator Cooper is the distinguished Republican from
Kentucky in the hallowed halls of the United States
Senate, but even a donkey could see that Senator and
Mrs. Cooper made a grand ole party of the gathering
at Smith's Rose Room Tuesday.
Never, but never did so many
Demos make a memo to attend
the affair and what's more they
didn't forget either.
Senator Cooper, we've met
many times before. He's the kind
of Republican that this Mississippi
Democrat likes to talk with, and
write to and seek advice from.
And that's a heap of admiration
from a gal who never SAW a
Republican until she was 24
years old.
While the ladies and the men
folks shook the hands tied chatted
about this and that with this tall
Kentuckian from the mountain
country, it was the gracious and
charming Mrs. Cooper, who could
be called the focal attention of
the afternoon.
With a gracious "I'm delighted
to meet you" here, and "Won't
you have some coffee with me"
there, this amazing Mrs. Cooper
was just as compatible with the
home folks from the grass roots
as she was entertaining Nehru in
an Indian palace.
And that figures. The Senator's
lady is a rare combination of
charm, stately beauty and ability.
Well informed on national and in-

Number Forty

Continued on Page Ten

John Brown, an 80-year-old
Negro man, was sentenced to five
years in the pen. Wednesday
morning during Circuit Court at
Hickman.
Brown pleaded guilty to the
charge of house-breaking. He was
charged with breaking into the
Baptist parsonage at Poplar Grove
recently. It is believed by officers
Southern Bell Telephone and
that he was the Negro man who
also broke into the home of Carl .1:11heiratph Company announced
the purchase of a lot at
Puckett on the Union City Highdogintr of Stateline and Washway.
The aged Negro admitted that viligOes streets in Fulton, accordhe had a police record and had ing b H. L. Wiley, local manager.
The 1s1 was purchased from Noble
served terms in at least. two
and the Episcopal Church.
rding tc Mr. Wiley,- the lot
Vitfesvlug the Emma
purchased for future use
petit jury-Ades dismissed,
cuit Court will continue at Melt jhcii the conversion of Fulton
'hone service to dail operation
man throughout the week.
osilihrs within the next few years.
The present telephone switchboard equipment in the local central office is in good condition
and adequate to provide good
telephone service to Fulton resiThe OK-Parision has completed dents. However, Southern Bell
the move of all equipment to the must look to the future when exOK Laundry building on East panding business activity and the
State Line and is now in full pro- increasing usage of long distance
duction at this location.
dialing throughout the nation will
The Parisian laundry office on justify the money expenditure to
Fourth Street will remain open as make the dial conversion. The
a call office for the convenience of purchase of this lot for a future
those living in the area, thus giv- building site is the first step for
ing the community the conveni- Southern Bell in planning for this
ence of two locations.
expansion according to Mr. Wiley.

Southern Bell
Purchases Lot
On Washington

r7

vg

Equipment Moved
To OK-Parisian

HOMECOMING ROYALTY: Fulton (Above, 1. to r.): Janet Williamson, crown
High School Queen Suzanne Johnson was bearer; Mary Ann Bennett, senior; Queen
crowned Homecoming Queen last Friday Suzanne, a junior; Sandra Stephenson.
tight before the Fulion-Ridgely game. paphomore, and Linda Whitnel, freshman.

for the contest to start. Out there
in the wide expanse of ,the football field all we could see was
gay-colored hoops a-swaying and
a-turning in the breeze.
After sizing up the crowd and
deciding that we didn't want the
small, small fry to compete with
the larger kids we divided them
into two groups . . . up to eight,
and eight and over. It was Ruth
Ann Burnett who won the prize
in the younger division, because
she not only hoola-hooped longest, but then she was going like

made with that hoop around her
knees. No telling how long she
could have gone on. Ruth Ann
belongs to the W P. Burnettes
and for sure she had that Pure
Milk Company energy we've been
telling you about.
So then, under leaden skies we
started the contest for the "older"
group, and they were at it strong
for 16 minutes when the rains
came.
And with the rain we called off
the contest, but not without loud
waih from the kids to continue

in the rain. We told them that
with the rain and the wind they
were causing of their own volition
there would be no end to the
complications that might arias.
Think they cared . . . no they
didn't, but I did. So we brought
a halt to the second phase of the
conteSt. Would like to have another one some day . . . but I think
that maybe ril wait until I can
get that hoop to stay up for lower than ten seconds, then I'll give
the kids a run for their money.
Or maybe I'll just run.

a

Untended Portion Of Fairview Cemetery Should Be
Responsibility Of Negro Churches And Its Leaders
We were glad to hear from R. H.
(Bob) Merrell, sexton out at Fairview
Cemetery regarding some hitherto
unknown. facts about the upkeep of
the cemetery grounds.
You recall that we mentioned the
high weeds growing among the graves
in a portion of the cemetery and that
we were at a loss to understand why
a portion of the grounds would be permitted to become so unsightly. It was
our information that the sexton was
paid a flat salary for the upkeep of
the cemetery grounds and if that was
the case, we thought that all of the
graves should be keep in the same
condition of beauty.
The facts in the case are that Mr.
Merrell is indeed paid a flat salary for
tending to the cemetery grounds, but
this salary is based on the fees paid
by lot owners in the area where constant care is given.
The area where the weeds are growing higher each day is the portion
reserved for our Negro citizens, who,
sad to say are hopelessly negligent in
paying for the upkeep of their lots.
We will be the first to admit that in
the area where the graves are carefully tended, Mr. Merrell keeps them
well trimmed and free of weeds and
high grass. His job to keep those
graves beautifully kept is a tremendous one. He tells us that it takes at
least ten days each month just to mow
the lawn, and the rest of the month
is spent trimming around the tombstones and tending to the flowers and
shrubs. He does the job alone. And
what is more his salary is not one that
I

It appears that there can be no hope
for the lot owners, who have forsaken
the graves of their deceased, to appeal to them to do something about it.
The situation has persisted too long
and too many attempts have been
made to have these lot owners perform their obligation to keep the
cemetery in ant orderly and attractive
manner.
So the next best thing is for us to
appeal to the public-spirited Negro
citizens in our community to do something about their grave sites as a matter of community pride. We know
dozens of outstanding Negro citizens
who will want to get together and
work out a plan for the constant upkeep of their cemetery site.
We know it must be a source of
deep chagrin to many of our Negro
ministers to perform a burial ceremony in the unsightly condition of
Fairview Cemetery. It is to these
church leaders and ministers that we
appeal to take some immediate action
for the upkeep of their own final resting place.

II

A recent Kentucky Press Bulletin
to state newspapers cites a typical
tase:
"Remember back there when you
were getting orders for classifieds

from Dexter Mfg. Co., Western Reserve Bldg., Muncie, from the Lowell
Press at the same address, and the
Kenroe Mfg. Co., Yorktown, all of
them the "brainchildren" of one
Lowell Roetken, a dishonorably discharged Army veteran? We warned
against running of these ads to attract suckers in assembling ties and
belts at home. Federal officials estimate Lowell reaped around $75,000
from housewives who answered the
ads they read in their-local newspapers. Anyway, Mister Roetken was convicted of using the mails to defraud
and is now in the Federal pen."

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Is Sunday Bargain Day?
By Floyd Anderson,
Managing Editor, "The Advocate"
It has been a long time coming, but
at last we begin to see signs of a revolt, a turning back of the tide of Sunday shopping, which has threatened
to sweep America. Business, civic, and
labor leaders have added their protests to those of Churchmen in an effort to keep Sunday holy.
DUE TO A GREED for gain, Sunday has been degarded to bargain day.
It has seriously lost its unique dignity
as the day devoted to the worship of
God,and to physical and spiritual rest
for the individual and family. By not
honoring Sunday, we neglect the
obedience and respect we owe to God,
as well as lose the spiritual renewal
we so desperately need.
The needs of the community, of
course, permit the opening of certain
establishments: restaurants, drug
stores, roadside stands. Then, too,
many housewives find a day of rest
because of delicatessens, bakeries,
and the little grocery stores. But even
these might well limit their hours of
business in these days of modern refri-
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worries him about getting in the top
income bracket. Far from it.
Whenever we see a cemetery lot
that is left untended it always occurs
to us that people who have no respect
for the memory of their departed loved ones, can hardly be expected to
have much more respect for the living. And that's exactly the way we
feel every time we pass Fairview
Cemetery and see those graves submerged in a forest of weeds.

Another Hoaxer Goes To The Penitentiary....
Newspaper offices are still flooded
with advertisements from promoters
who want to advertise "get rich
quick" schemes, and some of these
"offers" do stil trickle to the public by
direct mail or personal solicitation. If
you have to put up any money with
a firm to get in business, beware of
it unless you know the firm you're
dealing with!

l'STRICTLY BUSINESS

geration.
In addition, Sunday as a day of recreation, a day of rest, permits the
opening of emusement parks, gas stations, swimming pools, and similar
businesses that contribute to the enjoyment of Sundays.
REASONABLE PEOPLE do not
object to such businesses which are
necessary for the public good and the
safe-guarding of health; they do find
objectionable, however, the sale of
articles on Sunday which can easily
be purchased on weekdays. So-called
"discount houses" featuring gigantic
sales of household appliances and
many large grocery chains are some
pf the worst offenders of Sunday sales.
There is no necessity for this. But
when one dealer starts to stay open
on Sundays, his competitor, worried
about losing his trade, finds it necessary to do the same. Then the rush
is on.
THE LAW OF GOD, however,
holds on both sides of the counter—
it is just as wrolg to BUY unnecessarily on Sunday as it is to sell. If
the consumer did not buy on Sundays
—the Sunday shops could not sell. If
there was no business, they would not
stay open.
Thus, it is in your power as a consumer to help stop the growth of Sunday shopping, the desecration of the
Lord's Day. Join with an ever growing number of religious and.,civicminded business men who ak endeavoring to get state laws passed
that will make all stores stay closed
on Sundays, except those which
should be open in the public interest.
DON'T SHOP on Sunday! Observe
God's day as He wants you to observe
it; by so doing, you will be serving
Him, and you will permit some other
person and his family to reverence
and enjoy Sunday too.
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South Fulton
Loses To Sharon
Friday Night
Sharon High's football team
whipped South Fulton, 13-6, there
Friday night in a Reelfoot Conference game.
Gary MeDearmon raced 20yards around left end for one
Sharon touchdown. Danny Lackey
caught a pass and ran 20 yards
for the other.
Paul Wade ran 20 yards for the
South Fulton tally.
SHARON
Ends—Lackey, Nelson, McCollum.
Tackles—Fisher, Dorris.
Guards—Gaylord, Fuqua, Estes.

Center—Riggs.
Back a—Flowers, McDearmon,
Edwards, Dnnnings.
SOUTH FULTON
Ends—Hughes, Dowdy, Miller.
Tackles--.9 c h ward t, Lowe,
Dra ughn.
Guards—C of f ma n, Jeffress,
Fowler, W. Wade.
Center—Treece.
Backs—Clark, Copela n d, Pivade. Parcheman, Dycus.
6 0 0 7-13
Sharon
0 0 0 6— 6
South Fulton
Sharon scoring: Touchdowns—
McDearmon, Lackey. Points after
touchdown—McDearmon.
South Fulton scoring: Touchdowns—Wade.
ti of Telephones
Brazil has nearly half of South
America's area and of Its population, and about one-third of its
telephones.
Complete Line

story is entitled "Thirty Hours at
Gunpoint."
In Saturday's mail, Andy Batts
received his prize for winning in
the model airplane show at Union
City recently. He got $3.00 in cash
and a free sight-seeing flight with
Southeastern Airlines Sunday.

/
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Turning Back The Clock—

Sept. 90, 1938
September term of the Fulton
County Circuit Court after opening in Hickman on Monday of last
week, moved over to Fulton Monday for another week's session.
Several cases were disposed of at
Hickman.
James
D. Stevenson, negro
sentenced to life imprisonment
for the murder of Willie B. Lansford, local taxi driver, was taken
to prison Monday from the Trenton. Tenn., jail where he had
been held since his trial in Union City under Flational Guard
protection.
Flans are now being made for
the dedication program to be
held at the unveiling of the
grounds of the Cayce school. The
memorial was erected at Cayce. the boyhood home of the famed
engineer, and it will be dedicated
at 3:30 p. m., October 9, according to Justin attebery.
Fulton High Bulldogs Journeyed
to Paducah Saturday night to
meet the powerful Tllgham Tornado and go down to defeat with
a lopsided score of 52 to 0. The

local aggregation was outmatched
In weight, experience and speed
Marvin Easley of Detroit, who
has been visiting home folks in
the Cuba community, lost control of his car Saturday night as
it skidded on the gravel of the
Dukedom-Fulton "road and overturned in ditch Others in the
machine with him, who sustained
slight injuries were Max Caldwell, Raleigh and Glenn Copeland, and three Mayfield girls.
Miss Annie Virginia Tegethoff
of near Fulton became the bride
of Joe Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs Chester Williams, at the
home of Rev. Cates Sunday
morning at eight o'clock.
Miss Marie Cross and Mrs. Guy
Lee Walker, both of Union City,
Tenn., were
married
Sunday
night by Squire 8. A. McDade.
They will make their home in
Union City where both are employed.
Mrs. Gladys Pletcher announce
the marriage of her daughter,
Frances
Harding
Pletcher
to
Gentry Vaughn. The wedding took
place Sunday
morning
with
Squire S. A. McDade officiating.

around town With

Ouida Jewell
An interesting visitor in Fulton
last Wednesday night was Bicknell Eubank of Dallas, Texas, a
staff member of the "Christian
Science Monitor," one of the leading newspapers of the world. The
"Monitor" has the reputation of
being "the most quoted" newspaper in the country.
Mr. Eubank, whose territory is
the entire south, was enroute from
the Southern Governors Conference in Lexington, to Little Rock,
Ark., where he has been covering the integration situation.
Mr. Eubank's presence in Fulton was to get background material for a story on the successful integration of Fulton High
School. He said that Fulton should
be congratulated and wanted to
know the "secret" of how it was
done so quietly and so successfully, without any trouble, whatsoever.
Mr. Eubank is not only a staff
member of the "Christian Science
Monitor", but is a regular contributor to a couple of leading
magazines.
Before going with the Monitor
in 1946, Mr. Eubank was with the
United Press and knew our old
friend, Jim Downing, formerly of
the UP. He said that Jim is now
managing editor of a Tulsa, Okla.,
newspaper.
While in Fulton Mr. Eubank
asked that I be area correspondent for "The Monitor."
Our apologies to Mr. Louie, Mr.
Joe and the other Kasnows for
not having an article on page one
last week on the grand opening
of The Budget Shop, which opened Friday morning. We intended
to do this, but slipped up somehow. The new shop is located next
door to Kasnow's Department
Store at 436 Lake. In case you
haven't been by. stop in and have
a look around. It is very pretty.
Friday and Saturday a $25 bond
was given away. The shop is Fulton's newest exclusive ladies and
children's shop and is owned and
operated by Louis and Joe Kasnow. Kasnow's Department Store
has been in operation in Fulton
for the past 39 years.
According to Christine Batts,
business has been booming lately
up at their store, the Kentucky
Hardware. The reason? Hula
hoops! I believe she said that they
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We ran into Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Hardy Sunday and Mr Hardy
said, "You can tell your readers
that we are back in Fulton to
stay." Recently, the Hardy, went
to Dallas, Texas, where their
daughter and her family live, with
the intention of moving there.
But, it seems that the local real
estate agent and his wife have
changed their minds and have decided that there is really no place
like Fulton.
Congratulations to Miss Janice
Walker, talented organist of Fulgham, who won first place in the
instrumental division of the MidSouth Talent Show at Memphis
Saturday night. Her prize was
$100. From the first-place winners of the different divisions, a
grand prize winner was chosen
for a trip to New York. Here, Miss
Walker lost out.
Our congratulations also to
young James Reed, talented son
of Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Reed of
Fulton. An accomplished painist
and organist, Reed placed first in
his instrumental division on Wednesday and received a $40 prize.
He lost out in the semi-finals.
Reed is organist at the Park Terrace Restaurant.
In the October issue of Reader's
Digest there is a story about Missouri State Highway Patrolman
William R. Little, who was kidnapped by two men about a year
ago and brought to Paducah. The
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oak your dealer for

sold over 300 hoops last week.
The Rev. Alfred Maloney, pastor of the Trinity Episcopal
Church, was in the News office
Friday to pick up a couple of
copies of the paper published a
couple of weeks ago. He was sending one of the papers to his mother, as we had run a picture of an
old light house located in Canada.
Rev. Maloney said that when he
was a boy he lived near the old
light house, which was located on
a sandbar in the Toronto Harbor,
and they used to go swimming
there.
Later the city uf Toronto
brought sand in from Lake Ontario and built up thousands of
acres of land. The light house then
became a land mark. Some time
later, it was moved a short distance from its original site to
make way for a super highway.
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Here's your chance to light-condition your home and
save money besides. Every bargain bag of bulbs has
the proper bulbs for reading, working, relaxing—
plus the proper light to enchance the beauty of your
home. You'll be amazed at how comfortable, hospitable and lovely your home can be when it's lightconditioned. Take advantage of these bargain bulb
months. Use the coupon below, the one enclosed with
your electric bill, or get a coupon from your dealer
or our office.
This offer is open October
1 to November 30 to all
realdentlal customers receiving their electric bills
from
Kentucky Utillllee •
Cornpany and Old Dominion Power Company.

Prices shown here are based on
manufacturers' current price schedules which are subject to change. In
the event of any change, the prices
Dated in this plan will be adjusted
accordingly. The Company has no
knowledge of any •ntleipated
r.hange.
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COUPON

6 BULBS ... $1.42 Value for $1.15 (tax incl.)
This coupon when signed entitles the holder to receive
a 150-watt lamp bulb without charge with the purchase of
• minimum of two 100-watt bulbs, two 75-watt bulbs and
one 150-watt bulb from any cooperating lamp bulb dealer,
In territories served by Kentucky Unittive Company and
Old Dominion Power Company between October 1 and
November 30, 1958.
CUSTOMER'S
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TO MALICIA in territories served be KlLTDDI Thus
(motion when properly filled in will be redeemed for 270 at
your nearest KU-OD office at the esti of the activity.
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Live Better.. Eledrically1
Modernize your home with

FULL HOUSEPOWER
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Man Slightly Hurt
In Motorcycle Wreck
Jerry Barriger of Gleason was
slightly injured in a motorcycle
accident near the Hillman Collier
home on West State Line Friday
afternoon at 3:15.
htisrriger was taken to Hillview Hospital in a Whitnel ambulance.
The accident occurred when Mr.
Barriger lost control of the vehicle and it overturned.

Governor Makes
Oct. 5-11 Fire
Prevention Week

Subscribe To The NSW

of

South

Ful- bachelor.
The Fulton News, Thursday, October 2, 1958, Page
He served in the U. S. Army •Harmony Community
during World War I, with 18
Mrs. Jack Grahams•
months in France. He was a memLoyalty month.
ber of the First Christian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Neely Hoodenpyle
There were preaching services
are spending a few days with
Mr. Cooke leaves a sister, Mrs. at the 11 o'clock hour
Services for Willard Thompson,
at Harmony Tommy Hoodenpyle
and family in
Fulton, Route 5 farmer, who died Genevieve Douglas of Muskogee, Church Sunday, Sept. 28,
by Rev. Erlington, Ky.
in a Memphis hospital Monday Okla.; a brother, N. G. Cooke, Clements. A large crowd
attendWe are very glad to have Mrs.
morning at 8, were held at the president of the City National ed after the benediction
everyone Nell Taylor from
Akron, Ohio to
Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyter- Bank at Fulton; and several nieces sang "Happy Birthday"
to Mrs. visit in our community.
ian Church, Wednesday afternoon and nephews.
Lee Brown, Neely Hoodenpyle,
Mrs. Kate Flippin spent the
at 2:30. The Rev. Joe C. Gardner
Jack and Wess Graham. A deli- weekend
with Mrs. Della Alexof Paducah officiated, assisted by
cious dinner was served and ander.
the Rev. Leo Moore. Burial, under
everyone enjoyed the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Hoodendirection of Hornbeak Funeral
Mrs. Dora McCollum, 78, formHome, was in the church ceme- er resident of the
Beginning Sunday, Oct. 5th, pyle and Greg, Mr. and Mrs.
Dukedom area,
Mitchell spent the weekend with
tery. He was 87.
died Saturday at 10 a. m. at the through Oct. 28th is "October Mr. and
Mrs. Neely Hoodenpyle,
Mr. Thompson had been in ill Haws Memorial Nursing Home
Loyalty
Month".
There
will
be
a
in
health for several months.
speaker
in
pulpit
the
each
SunFulton.
He was born in Graves County,
Funeral services were held at day, Oct. 5th, at eleven o'clock,
Ky., June 26, 1891, son of John D. 2 p. m. Monday at
Knob Creek Carlos Lannom; Oct. 12th, Earle
and Lela Byrn Thompson. He was Church of Christ, of
which she Ezell; Oct. 19th, Samuel Holly;
married Dec. 22, 1915 to Miss was a member, with
Brother Oct. 26, Rev. Clements. Come and
Long Term — Low Interest
Ruby Wiley. To this union one Henry Harvis of
Murray offici- bring someone with you. Come on
child was born. He was a member ating. Burial was
No appraisal fee
in Pinegar out and lets make Harmony 100%
of the Mt. Zion Methodist Church. cemetery, under
the direction of
You pay only for the time that you use
He leaves his wife; a daughter, Jackson 'Brothers of
Dukedom.
Warren, Michigan, Mrs. John
the money.
Mrs. Imogene Bruner of Fulton,
Mrs.
McCollum
the daugh- Cain, Water Valley, Route 2, Mrs.
was
Rouse 5; a grandson, Dennie
Wayne Bruner of Fulton, Route 5; ter of Hosie and Amanda Valen- Clint Walker of Jonesville, Michigan, and a sister, Mrs. Emma
and a brother, Frank Thompson tine Futrell.
She is survived by two sons, Evans of Memphis; 10 grandchilof Fulton, Route 5.
A. C. Fields, Sec-Tress
Jewell McColum of Cincinnati, dren and eight great grandchilTel 453, Union City. Tennessee
Bobby McCollum of Akron; three dren and several nieces and nepdaughters, Mrs. Dean Stober of hews.

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan ken

R. A. Cooke

Nemo Williams
Fulton Fire Chief
Gov. A. B. Chandler has proclaimed the week of October 5-11
Fire Prevention Week in Kentucky. He said 200 persons lost their
lives in fires in the Commonwealth during 1957.
The governor added that 4,757
fires in the State last year were
reported to the state fire marshal's office by insurance companies. Approximately the same
number of uninsured losses also
occured in the State, he said.
Marshal Ray Humkey added
that 61 children lost their lives by
fire last year. He said the most
common causes of home fires are:
Smoking and matches, heating
and cooking equipment, electrical
couses, rubbish, ignition source
unknow, lightning, chimneys and
flues, flammable liquids, dry
cleaning, paints, etc., and children
playing with matches.
Humkey urged all Kentuckians
to take the cause of fire safety to
heart. "Please make a sincere effort to prevent fires before they
have an opportunity to occur,"
Humkey urged.
Fulton Fire Chief is "Nemo"
Williams, who is pictured above.

Ky. Dam Village

Church

Mrs.Dora McCollum

Legion To Have
Membership Drive
A large crowd was present at
the membership drive meeting of
the American Legion Thursday
evening. The date of the annual
drive will be announced later. It
is hoped by Commander J. D.
Simpson that the number enrolled will eceed that of last year's
drive.
The membership drive committee, named by Commander Simpson, is composed of Mr. Simpson,
Kelly V. Rose, Wilson Martin,
Leon Hutchens and Fred Homra.

Baptist
ton.

Services for Robert Alexander
(Alex) Cooke of Okahoma, a
former resident of Futon, were
held Monday morning at 10:30 at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel here. The Rev. Charles Roe,
pastor). of the First Christian
Church, officiated. Burial was in
Fairview Cemetery. He was 74.
Mr. Cooke died Friday at noon
at the Veterans Hospital in Little
Rock, Ark., after an extended illness.
Mr. Cooke was born Jan. 16,
1884 near Fulton, son of the late
Rev. R. A. Cooke and Sallie Murphy Cooke. Rev. Cooke was for
many years pastor of the First
Christian Church at Pullen.
Mr. Cooke attended the public
schools of Fulton and FreedHardeman College at Henderson,
Ky. As a young man he moved
to Oklahoma. He remained a

The Whitnel Funeral Home
OFFERS
OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE
Our services are dedicated to those who desire and appreciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services. We
have always met any competitors' pridthi in this area.

CADILLAi.; AMBULANCE SERVICE

It is nearing time for your Fall sowing.
Vetch. Balboa Rye, Barley, Oats,_
Crimson Clover, Wheat and Fescue
Our seed are all guaranteed as to Variety, Origin,
Purity and Germination.
-IT PAYS- TO SHOP AT

We have two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditioned and
orygen-equipped—ready to go, day or night, And it costs no
more to use this service.

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET
Phone 202

East State Line

OL.IDSMOBIL.E

Crilbertsville)

Ky.Lake State Park
Hardin)

,
,immwsiat
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MUNTING at KENTUCKY'
-4111-11DAM VILLAGE
FROM OCTOBER - MARCH

So totally new...
I am Alpha and Omega, the
beginning and the ending, math
the Lord, which is, and which
was, and which is to come, the
Almighty.
Rev. 1: 8

so typically Olds I

For Information, writ*

12 STRANGERS
could hold the key to the
future of your business!
If a suit for damages
lands you in court, you'll
want to be sure that you
have the financial help
lkbility insurance provides. From the second
the accident occurs. .. to
the minute the verdict is
in, liability insurance is
on hand to guard your
financial future.
CALL

CANNON AGENCY
Real Estate & Insurance
55 — PHONE — 55
129 Paschall St.

Flody Winston, 56, of Martin,
former employe of Henry T.
Siegel Company of Fulton and
well known resident here for
many years, died Friday at 1:30
p. m. at the Hillview hospital,
following a long illness.
Following a train accident at
a crossing in Martin in 1966.
Winston had to retire from
the Siegel factory after 12 years
service. He has been in Ill health
since that time. For the past
few years he had made his home
with his father, Rip Winston,
120 Meek street, Martin and in
Fulton at 315 Carr St.
were
held
services
Funeral
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the Doug Murphy Funeral Chapel
In Martin, with Rev. Alvin Gilliam,
pastor of Central Baptist Church,
officiating. Burial was in Rut
Side cemetery.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Mlle
Winston of Fulton; his father,
Rip Winston of Martin; three
brothers, Tom and Mack Winston of Martin; Coy Lee Winston
of Dresden; five -sisters. Mrs.
Monte 'rack of Chicago. Mrs.
Martin,
of
Davidson
Pauline
Mrs. Lena Cox, Martin, Mrs.
etta Bell, Chicago, Mrs. Louise
Snyder, Martin.
He was a member of the First

RECAPPING & VULCANIZING
NEW TIRE GUARANTEE ON PASSENGER
TIRES
TRACTOR TIRES VULCANIZED
Band system truck tire recapping for maximum
mileage performance

boob for flwo 01.mobP• Cortillenh
compl.• suggeffeel r.oll pric.
.very 19 Olds.

foregro,md Sup. It HorKloy Spore.dos
loff Rear Niney4191,0 Holiday Scro.C..•
lip. Rear, Dynamic IS Moloda
SoodSedao

You wished for it! You asked for it! It's here! So step into the roomiest Rocket Olds ever
built!

Here's spacious new passenger
room plus greatly increased luggage room! Sit behind the new high, wide and handsome Vista
-Panoramic Windshie0 that lets
you see ahead, above and aside better than ever! Test the new stopping power of Oldsmobile'
s Air-Scoop Brakes...on all four
wheels! Experience the exceptional smoothness and comfort of new "Glide" Ride... the
quietness and power of fuel-saving new
Rocket Engines! See the beautiful new Magic-Mirror paints with the built-in luster that lasts! You
are cordially invited to come
in and see the start of a new styling cycle—the 1959 OLDSMOBILES--at your
dealer's now!
'59 Oldsmobile ... the car that conquers
"Inner" spocal Real stretch-out comfort for
passenger' and driver.
... up to 64% more
luggage capacity in ow*. Put /ourself behind
IS,. wheel of the roomiest Rocket ever built,

RECAPS AND USED TIRES FOR SALE

CB & 0. TIRE COMPANY
303 Reed Street

Phone 947 — Fulton, Ky.

One block off 1IaNfield Highwav—Behind Ford Motor Co.

75&t7 AT YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED OLDSMOBILE QUALITY
DISALER'•

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, 210 E. STATE LINE
TUN/ IN TM "NSW OLDS SHOW" STARRING PATTI PAGE. WIRY WIN ON ARC-TV
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preceded the rehearsal at the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
on Friday evening, the twentysixth of September.
The News reports your - - The individual tables arranged
for the guests were covered with
white cloths and centered with
roses in bud vases. The buffet
table was draped with handsome
imported cloth of handdrawn
linen. The large fan-shaped floral
centerpiece was of pink roses,
snapdragons, baby zinnias, agera(Items gathered along FuLton's merryway
turn and bells of Ireland in an
for your pleaaure and your scrapbook)
antique cut glass fruit bowl.
Crystal fandelabar holding pink
candles flanked the centerpieces.
Other lovely arrangements of fall
A large group of friends gathered at the lovely home flowers
were placd on the mantel
FriStreet
Third
on
of Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade
and at other focal points. A delicious two course supper was
day evening for a pre-game buffet supper.
arrivserved.
affair,
al
inform
the
d
enjoye
Over sixty guests
For the party, Miss Roberts
ing at the McDade home between 5:30 and 7 p. m.
wore a beautiful dinner frock of
ive
attract
Delicious barbecue was served from an
wood beige lace over matching
with a deep
table, carrying out the homecoming idea. The center- taffeta designed
brief sleeves. The
and
neckline
white
and
blue
with
l,
piece for the table was a footbal
voluminous gathered skirt was
streamers, carrying out the Fulton High School colors. terrace length. A taffeta cummerd the tiny waist. Her
The individual tables held small footballs as center- bund encircle
jewelry and accessories were
pieces.
brown.
Following the supper, the guests attended the Home- The guests at the dinner were
the honoree and her_flance, Mr.
coming football game at Memorial Stadium.
and Mrs. A. B. Roberts, parents
P.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
,
Hickman
of
d—Dr.
ger
include
Invited guests
of the bride, Dr. and Mrs. James
GosFelix
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Boyd,
and
G.
Mr.
Mrs. Charles
and Mrs. Ward Bushart,
and Mrs. David E. Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Mr. and Mrs. Bob sum, Jr., Mr.
Wilson, Mrs. Don Samons, Miss
NewHarold
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and Mrs.
Binford, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Homra.
m, Jimmy Carolyn Roberts, Mr.
Beadles, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hol- ton, Dick Meacha Sam Jones, Robert F. McKnight, Mr. and Mrs.
Jones,
land, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boyd, Weeks, C. D.
Wiggins, Rev. and Mrs.
Jones, Riley Allen, Mr. Jimmy
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Johnson, Mr. 'Stanley
Woodside, Mrs. G. G.
Oakley
.
Gene Hatfield
and Mrs. Louis Weaks, Mr. and and Mrs.
Bard, Miss Rebecca McKnight,
Mrs. Horton Baird, Mr. and Mrs. The Pierce-Harris Community Miss Barbara Roberts, Miss Lyn
Hendon Wright, Mr. and Mrs. J. Club met Wednesday, Sept. 24, Samons, Miss Judy Alexander,
R. Hogan, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. with Mr. and Mrs. L.. D. Allen Mr. and Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mr.
Bushart, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn with 2 members and four visitors and Mrs. William Barrtger, Mrs.
Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wil- present. The meeting was called Van Reviere and Mr. and Mrs.
son, Dr and Mrs. R. V. Putnam, to order by Mrs. Richard Fergu- Jim Hobson.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fields,
son, the president, leading the
Mrs. Bob McKnight, Mrs. Joe M.
and Mrs. E. E. Williamson, Mr. group in reading tfie club creed.
Mr.
Samons of
ing,
Westphel
and Mrs. Paul
led the group Hall, and Mrs. Don
Giffin
Ruby
Miss
Mary
and Mrs. Ual Killebrew, Mr. and in singing "Darling Nellie Gray". Memphis, honored Miss
Frances Roberts, popular bridedevoMrs. Gilson Latta.
the
gave
Smith
Mrs. John
roll elect, with a dessert bridge and
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Browning, tional. Members answered
canasta party on Thursday evenMr.
SuggesSaving
call with "Time
Dr. and Mrs. Glynn Bushart,
the twenty-fifth of Septeming,
le,
tions."
and Mrs. Bill Rice of Louisvil
the home of Mrs. McKnight
at
ber
Mr. and Mrs. William Hill, Mr.
The president discussed the in the Covington Addition. The
and Mrs. Felix Gossurn, Jr., Mr. Community Improvements Con- rooms used in entertaining the
and Mrs. Joe Hall, Mr. and Mrs. test. Sunshine friends gifts were guests were decorated with arChas. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. C. exchanged. Project leaders gave rangements of fall flowers. DeD. Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. their reports. Twenty cards and licious pecan pie and whipped
McDaniel, Miss Mary Swann Bus- SIX trays were sent by club mem- cream was served with coffee and
hart,
bers.
mints.
After a delicious lunch, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Bennett,
The honoree wore a lovely
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Homra, Mr. Cora Livingston discussed better frock of aqua silk and cotton with
and Mrs. Fred Homra, Mr. and lighting for the home. Mrs. Earl a drawn work stripe centered
Mrs. E. J. McCollum, Mr. and Thorpe led the group In playing with a gold metalic thread. The
Mrs. Wilburn Holloway, Rev. and a game and bingo. The club will frock was sleeveless and had a
Mrs. J. L. Leggett, Mr. and Mrs. meet in October with Mr. and dainty matching tulle pleating at
Warren Johnson of Water Val- Mrs. Hoyt Giffin.
the square neckline. The long
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Arch Huddlestorso bodice was attached to the
Honoring Miss Mary Frances unpressed pleated skirt with a
ton and Mrs. George Doyle.
Roberts and her fiance, Ray Paul self fold of the materiaL She wore
Among the Fultonians who at- Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. R. 0. Brown black accessories and was given
tended the Kentucky-Ole Miss and the groom's parents. Mr. and a large white chrysanthemum corgame at Memphis Saturday night Mrs. Paul Wilson, entertained sage.
Were: Dr. and Mrs. R. W. Bushart will? an elaborate rehearsal dinner
Miss Roberts was presented a
and children, Susan, Lynn, Tom at the Browns' home on Jackson
also won high score
and Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Street. Mrs. Brown is an aunt of guest gift and
score at canasta
Fall, Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Mc- the groom. Mrs. William H. Hill at bridge. High
Continued On Page Five
Dade, Mr. and Mrs. Robert San- assisted the hostesses. The dinner

nineteen hundred and fifty-eight for the wedding of Miss
Mary Frances Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Austen
Buren Roberts, and Ray Paul Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Wilson of Sedalia, Kentucky. The double-ring
ceremony was solemnized at four o'clbck in the afternoon with the Reverend Oakley Woodside, pastor of the
church officiating. A large assembly of relatives and
friends of the young couple and their parents witnessed
the marriage.
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Diary of Doin's

!

ids
As the guests assembled Mrs. the groom. Junior bridesma
Miss Reniece,
bride's
the
were
a
d
presente
,
organist
Bard,
G. G.
and Miss Barprogram of nuptial music. Among becca McKnight a
cousin of the
her selections were "My Heart at bara Ann Brown,
niece of the bride,
Thy Sweet Voice"—Saint Saens, groom. Another
was an
"Romance"—Rubenstein, "I Love little Miss Lynn Simons,
girl.
Thee"—Grieg, "At Dawning"— adorable flower
The best man was CharlesIspilCadman. the Barnby wedding
hymn, "0 Perfect Love", a Cho- son and the ushers were Dr.
pin "Etude", the Schubert "Sere- James Earl Wilson, Jimmy Wignade", the theme from the gins, Jim Hobson and William
Tschaikowsky B flat minor con- Barriger. all cousins of the groom.
certo, "One Atone"—Victor HerImmedialely following the wedbert, and the Romberg "Serenade" ding the bride's parents entertainthe
which was played during
ed with a reception in the church
ceremony: the traditional wedding dining room. Arrangements of
marches were used. Mrs. Van E. white chrysanthemums were used
Reviere, cousin of the bride, was In decoration. The bride's table
the soloist: her songs were "Walk was draped' with a floor length
With Me", and "Because"—De- taffeta cloth covered with a net
Hardelot.
cloth which was caught up with
the valley. The
The bride who was given in clusters of lilies of
the
marriage by her father, wore a tiered weding cake centered
with a minibeautiful formal wedding gown table and was topped
White
of imported Chantilly lace fashion- ature bridesmaids' bouquet.
candelaed over bridal taffeta. The candles burned in silver
at
Sabrina neckline followed the bra. Crystal punch bowls were
g
Assistin
table.
the
of
end
each
and
lace
the
of
d
design
scallope
the
serving
and
g
receivin
in
sequins
bridal
with
d
was encruste
M. Hall,
and seed pearls. The long sleeves guests were Mrs. Joe
Glyn
tapered Into points at her waist. Mrs. Robert 0. Brown, Mrs.
s Latta,
The voluminous lace skirt was Owen.sby, Miss Adolphu
and Miss
worn over southern belle hoops. At Mrs. Jimmy Wiggins
either side of the waistline draped Doris Winfrey.
Early in the evening the young
bands of taffeta extended to the
low hipline in the back and were couple left for a wedding trip
crossed and developed into a to points bf interest in Florida.
wore a
double bow. Her finger tip length Foi. travelling Mrs. Wilson
veil of bridal illusion .fell from a hancLome early fall ensemble of
dainty lace shell shaped cap sal:ohne blue wool.
which framed her face and was
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
topped with a pleated tulle brim.
The entire cap was beaded with
pearls and sequins. She wore a
tiny pearl necklace which was a
gift of the groom and carried a
Mrs. Ray Paul Wilson
cascade bouquet made of a large
white orchid surrounded by
phaelanopcus oz chids placed on
rhinestone studded lace leaves.
She also had an imported wedding handkerchief.
The maid -of-honor was Mrs.
Ma as an mut all Is sn tar
By Agatha Voelpel
Robert F. McKnight. sister of the
bride. Her bridesmaids were Miss
The Cumberland Presbyterian Church of Fulton, Ken- Carolyn Roberts and Mrs. Don
and
tucky presented an exceptionally beautiful setting on Sammie, the bride's sisters
Fulton,, Ky.
oon, the twenty-seventh of September, Miss Judy Alexander, cousin of Lake St.
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Mary Frances Roberts Becomes
Bride Of Ray Paul Wilson Sept. 27

CITY DRUG CO.

Saturday aftern

YOUR OLD WASHER $2950
CatNR:=Nor) IS WORTH AS DOWN PAYMENT
••••400wrinyWAora..

9

ON A GUARANTEED NEW
.f§J.

We were very pleased al the reception given to the opening of our new store, THE BUDGET SHOP, last weekend.
We realize now, more than ever, that you welcome an exclusive ladies' and children's shop in Fulton.

Wamaiti-g*nd

SUPER-REGENT
AT EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

lithe big rush during our opening days left our racks a
little bare, you may be assured that we are already receiving more merchandise every day and we hope you'll be back
this weekend for another shopping trip !

COME IN TODAY FOR A
FREE DEMONSTRATION
the many
... No obligation! We want you to see in action
features of these dependable washers, such as:
•Two-way "Fill 'n Drain" hose which does away with the
need for rinse tubs.

We appreciate all of the nice things you have said about
our new store, and want you to know that, above everything
else, your good-will is our most appreciated asset!

• Dual-range, constant pressure Lovell Wringer
•Semi-automatic control, beautiful chrome panel
•Safety swing wringer positioning
•Newly designed black plastic agitator—detergents can't
harm it.

—Louis and Joe Kasnow

•Roomy, 10 lb. tub— largest sits

There's a SO year history
behind these washers ...
The manufacturer has been making
wringer washers for more than half a
century — is now the country's largest,
exclusively wringer
washer manufacturer.
There's no substitute for
"know-how"I

r

These are only some of the exclusive features found on this
an. washer from a factory building good wringer washers
for over 60 years!

Soveral Handsome Color Combinations
Blending pastel shades of pink, blue, yellow, gieen or all whit..

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
436 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Church Street

Fulton

Phone 35
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DIARY—
"nordineed team page four
Mel won by Miss Doris Winfrey
and Mrs. Ihrvey Hurd won the
bridge bingo prize.
Tea guests were Mrs. David
Alexander, Mrs. Jimmy Wiggins,
Mrs. Paul Wilson, Miss Judy
Alexander, all of Sedalia; Mrs. G.
G. Bard, Mrs. Oakley Woodside,
Mrs. Charles Andrews, and Mrs.
Bob Brown. Guests playing bridge
and canasta included Miss Doris
Winfrey, Mrs. Mary Ellen Ashby,
Mrs. Glynn Owensby, Mrs. Wayne
GtiSSOM, Mrs. Charles Ray Brown,
Mrs. Charles Ray, Mrs. A. B. Roberts, Mrs. Joe Holland, Mrs.
Harvey Hurd, Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mrs. Harry Barber, Miss Virginia Forrest, Miss Adolphus Latta. Miss Mary Anderson, Mrs. Jim
Owens, Miss Tommie Nell Gates,
Mrs. James P. Campbell, Mrs.
Wilburn Allen, Miss Winnie Bow..
lln, Mrs. Arthur Roman, Mrs. Ray
Jackson, and Mrs. Van E. Reviere
and Mrs. Charles Roberts of
Union City.
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Woman's Club Yearbooks Finished;
Friday Is First Meeting Of Season
The 1958-1959 Woman's Club
yearbooks have been published
and are to be distributed at the
first meeting of the club year
Friday, according to the president, Mrs. Hendon Wright.
Mrs. Ralph Edrington, District
Governor of Arlington, Ky., will
be the guest speaker at Friday's
meeting.

33c)

Mrs. Wright will entertain Mrs.
Edrington and members of the
Eecutive Board at a luncheon at
the Derby Restaurant preceding
the meeting. The Board of Directors meeting will be held at 2 p.
m. at the Woman's Club before
the general meeting at 3.
During that time the club has
entered two national contests
sponsored by the General Federation of Women's Clubs. The first
was the Community Achievement
Contest sponsored by the G. F.
W. C. and the Sears-Roebuck
Foundation. The local club's project was their library, with a very
attractive scrapbook being compiled by Mrs. Charles Burrow, and
entered In the contest. The
second contest was the Dressmaking Contest sponsored by the G.
F. W. C. and the Vogue Pattern
Company. Mrs. Robert Rudolph
served as. chairman of this project. Mrs. John Daniels was the
local winner, and represented the
Fulton club at the district contest in Paducah.
Many improvements have been
added to the club home during
this two year period, including installations of gas logs in the fireplace, wrought iron railings on
the steps leading to the stage, and
a metal marquee over the front
entrance. The interior of the
building has been redecorated,
and necessary painting done on
the exterior. The Garden Depart-

On Thursday morning, September the twenty-fifth, Mrs. Van E.
Reviere and her mother, Mrs.
Charles Roberts, entertained with
a morning coffee at their home
in Union City honoring Miss Mary
Frances Roberts, ,bride-elect of
Ray Paul Wilson. The dining
room table from which coffee,
cake, nuts and mints were served
was attractive with a lace cloth
anci a centerpiece carrying out
the nuptial theme. Twin styrofoam hearts were placed in a
standing position with clusters of
yellow baby crysanthemums and
carnations mingled with tulle
puffs. A handsome silver coffee
service was used.
For the party Miss Roberts
chose from her trousseau an early
fall frock of transitional cotton in
a large block plaid of nuted tones
of navy blue. brown and amethist.
The sheath style developed into
a bell skirt. He raccessories were
nacy. Her hostesses presented her
with the sugar shell in her chosen
pattern of sterling silver.
111111111111r
Invited guests included: Mrs. A.
B. Roberts, mother of the bride,
Mrs. Joe M. Hall, Mrs. Robert
Mcnight, Miss Carolyn Roberts,
Mrs. G. G. Bard, Miss Adolphus
Latta. Miss Doris Winfrey, Mrs.
Bob Brown, Mrs. Glyn Owensby,
all of Fulton; Mrs. Don Samons of
Memphis; Mrs. Paul Wilson,
mother of the groom, Mrs. Jimmy
Wiggins, Mrs. David Alexander,
Miss Judy Alexander, all of Sedalia, Mrs. Ed Roberts of Water
Valley; and the following guests
from Union City: Mrs. Herman
Roberts, Mrs. Buddy Roberta, Mrs.
Charles E. Roberts, Mrs. Dick
Roberts, Mrs. Will Robetts, Mrs.
Ardell Roberts. Mrs. Bill Roberts,
--ter
Mrs. James Roberts, and Mrs.
Golder Barnes.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lynn and
children of Memphis and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry George of Paducah
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Fly and children in Highlands
over the weekend. They were
here to help Mrs. Fly celebrate
her birthday Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Gunter and
son, Junior, of Paris, Tenn.,
visited in Fulton with relatives
Sunday.
Sonny Puckett and his mother,
Mrs. Carl Puckett, returned to
Fulton Sunday afternoon after
being patients in a Missouri hospital for the past few weeks.

Whole

Lb.

SUPER-RIGHT FULLY COOKED

Hams Semi-Boneless
Sliced Bacon
Ground Beef
Smoked Picnics
Spare Ribs

All

Good

Super Right

Mn. Hendon Wright

Freshly Ground
Many Times Dally

ment bought new evergreens for
the entrance landscaping and
donated several blooming shrubs
for the lawn. The Ways and
Means Committee, composed of
Mrs. Robert Batts, chairman, and
the chairmen of all -departments,
collected cash donations from the
club members to form a Kitchen
hnptovement Fund. This committee purchased six dozen four-piece
place settings of hotel-type dinnerware, one dozen stainless steel
serving spoons, and other small
items needed in the kitchen.
The Library Fund Drive was
conducted with Mrs. Robert Graham as chairman. A Cancer Fund
Drive was sponsored by the Woman's Club each year. In 1957
Mrs. Fred Homra and Mrs. Gilson
Latta were co-chairmen, and in
1958 Mrs. Arthur Roman and Miss
Winnie Bowlin were co-chairmen.

Super Right
4 To S Lb
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Spiced Lu noh eon

Sliced.
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COME HELP YOURSELF TO PLENTY OF

Grand Savings on Groceries!

Pink Salmon
3

Cold Stevan,
Just Reduced
Sovs 8c

20-0a.890

'Pineapple OA,CPhaulnick.ds
,
39,
Roast Bee
Beef
Shellie Beans
42'990
Chocolate Drops:71:29*
Biscuits rpair,`,1.1.„
)2Cari. 19*
Apple Sauce
41:.°:494
CrushedPineapple..p2:,°:254
Banquet Dinner, I
494
Cans

Super

12-0a.

Corned Bee' Ili Right Al Can

Bush

-

694
Lb- 594
Lb- 494
Lb- 39°
494

(II To 12 Lb.))
Lb

(Super Right
Thick Sliced
2 Lb. Pkg. 1.29

GIVEN AWAY
Libbey Tumbler

Mrs. Maxwell McDade and her
daughter, Mrs. Herbie Hunt, III,
of Mayfield were hostesses at a
lovely luncheon on Saturday afternoon. September the twentieth,
honoring Miss Mary Frances Roberts, bride-elect. The luncheon
was at _the Park Terrace Restaurant. The luncheon table was centered with a arrangement of
marigolds In a miljc glass bowl;
bridal placecards were used. A
delicious three course luncheon
was served.
For the luncheon the honoree
wore a striking trousseau frock of
deep brown Doupioni designed
with a gathered skirt and taught
bodice. The bodice featured short
dolman sleeves and a deep oval
neckline which extended to a V
In the back. A wide belt of emerald green Doupioni encircled
the waist and was buckled in the
back with a pointed sash-like effect. She had a gift corsage of a
single large yellow chrysanthemum and her hostesses presented
her with an attractive gift.
The guest list included: the
honoree, her mother, Mrs. A. B.
Roberts, Mrs. Paul Wilson of Sedalia, mother of the groom-elect,
Mrs. Bob Brown, Mrs. David
Alexander and Miss Judy Alexander of Sedalia; Mrs. Robert F.
McKnight, Mrs. Don Samons of
Memphis, Miss Carolyn Roberts,
Mrs. Van L. Reviere of Union
City; Mrs. Jimy Wiggins of Sedalia; Mrs. G. G. Bard, Miss Doris
Winfrey and Miss Adolphus Latta.
Miss Susan Hale, bride-elect of
Glenn Bogle, of Milan, Tenn., was
guest of honor at a household
gadget shower at the Episcopal
Parish House recently.
The hostess, Miss Ann Powers,
served Cokes, cookies, miniature
sandwiches and dips to 18 guests.
The centerpiece, made by Bill
Powers, was a model of the
couple's apartment and had bride
and groom dolls looking over It.

(Cut-Up
Tray Lb.
Packed

Frozen

Cans

Chicken
Turkey
)Ea.
Beef

....

16-0.z.
Co.

LOOK WHAT 10c WILL BUY AT AM'
American Beauty

Danish Ring

1—EACH WEE1C FOR 2 MORE WEEKS

Reg.
49c

39c

16-0a.

C
10'
P
100
Whole Beets
10°
Potatoes
10°
Green Beans'Ls
10*
Tomato Puree
10°
Beans
10°
Tooth Brush .0 .10°
orn Cream Style Golden

Can

eas Red Dart Sweet

Can

Sunny

16-0z.
Can

16-0z.

whole Irish

Can

16-02.
Can

10% Oa.

Iona

Can

American Seauty—Pinto

151.42 Oz,

Navy—Kidney—Gr.

BEAUTIFUL

JANE PARKER PECAN

49'

CHED-O-BIT

Can

AMERICAN 0
ORPIMENT

Cheese Food

Lt.
Loa

,
69
59-°.

Cherry Pie Jan. (Reg.)49* Sharp Cheese
Wheat Bread
Lier150 Butfer,;uurlf= IL
Angel Food Ring:: 39° Krafts Velveeta="2
Wisconsin

Cheddar

Parkse
Cracked

Whipped

11-0z. Ctn. See

Ea

1-Lb.66.
Ctn.
Lb. mind
Loaf /

U.S. NO. 1 COBBLER

CABBAGE POTATOES
10 LB. BAG 29c
294 25 LB. BAG 59c
4
Apples
Prune Plums it... 2Lb.. 294
c
29° 50
Cauliflower
BAG 99
NEW
GREEN

MNDStitf

LARGE
HEAD

Cello

All-Purpose

Lb.

Bag

Snow Variety

Lg.

Snow

Head

LARGE
12-0Z.
SIZE

CLIP COUPON FROM OUR AD IN THIS
PAPER EACH WEEK AND REDEEM IT AT
FULTON A & P FOOD STORE FOR A
BEAUTIFUL LIBBY SAFEDGE

TUMBLER

WIFESAVER SALE!

WIFESAVER SALE!

Oxydol

Joy Liquid

7c I
Oft

ma

la

mo

ab

um

am

a.

ea

a.

am

COUPON NO. 6
GOOD FOR ONE 12-0Z.

a

FREE!i

LIBBEY TUMBLER
WM

GM

a

at

am

MO

la

a

a

Oa

diza

Facial Soap

0
7Ifct)

Pkg.

824

WIFESAVER SALE!
COMET CLEANSER
Sc

ADULTS ONLY

Giant 600
e)
0
7Pr

Spic & Span

D ft)

AT THE FULTON A&P FOOD STORE
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
COUPON GOOD THRU WED.. OCT.8

70°

WOODBURY SALE!

Giant

:FREE!

IMP

BOX

WIFESAVER SALE!

(One per customer)
I

Giant

42 Giant my
Cans

Sc
0t
t)

3Bar.26°

ALL-PURPOSE

Lestoil
32 Oz
Can

1
.50
IIPP

WIFESAVER SALE!

YOUNG DRIED

Camay Soap
1-Bar
)SBars
With 4

Beans
Navy Or

42 Lb iv

Or. North.

Bag‘s

6
9
Margarine chi'. 7
'
oII
75
C ffee tai`cPuum
Chewing Gum?:CPtir:r 59c
NUTLEY OLEO

1-Lb

Special Sale—Specially Blended

Pocked

1 -Lb.
Can

ALL Sc VARIETIES

PRICES IN THIS AO IFFISTIVI THRU SAT., OCT. 4

GREAT ATLANTIC &PACIFIC T(':
DIPENDAILI 1000 RITAIURS SIN(' ISS9

•
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TV AND ELECTRICAL REPAIR

oe'

CATCIE NtWS

• Crutchfield Mows
Mrs. Ira Sadler•

Olarice Boradurs.nt—

"30 years experience in Electronics"
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Weber and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stewart and
"Rusty" left last Wednesday children of Spencerville, Ind.
morning for Calif, seeking work. visited friends here last week.
They were Saturday evening dinMr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilbur and ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Darlene of Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Mosley.
James Tuck, Sherry and Robert,
Mesdames: Velora Stallings of
Rev. and Mrs. Ira Henderson, Fulton, Ky. Mrs. Enda Alexander
Myra Connie and Terry, Mr. and and Nell Taylor of Akron, Ohio
Mrs. Lewis D. Patrick, Linda and spent several days last week with
Larry and Ms. and Mrs. Ira Sad- Mr. Tom Arrington.
ler were supper guest of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Denver Bradshaw
Mrs. Charles Sadler last Thursday of Ridgley, Tenn. are the proud
night.
parents of a daughter born SatMrs. Cloyce Veatch and Mrs. urday at the Obion Co. Hospital
Joe Luten left last Saturday in Union City, Tenn. She has been
morning on a chartered Tri-state named Debra Marie.
bus with 30 other people for a
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarweek tour to the World Peace ice visited Mrs. Denoter Bradshaw
Seminar of the Methodist Confer- and daughter in the Union City
ence in New York City, which is Hospital Saturday afternoon.
to be held in the United Nation
Everyone at the Cayce MethodBuilding. They will stop at Na- ist Church enjoyed a good sertural Bridge and Monticello in mon Thurpday evening when a
Va. The Whitehouse, F. B. I. Bldg., former pastor, Rev. A. E. Holt, of
Smithsonian Institute, The Capi- Union City preached. The revival
tal Bldg., Bureau of Printing and was in progress with Rev. Easton
Engraving and other points of of Hickman the evangelist in his
interest in Washington, D. C. In- absence on Thursday evening,
dependece Hall, The Liberty Bell, Rev. Holt filled the pulpit.
Betsy Ross Home and Trinity
Miss Paula Dean Jones is a stuChurch in Philedalephia, Pa.
dent in Draughns Business College in Paducah, Ky.
They will attend several sesEddie Moseley and Miss AnUnitSeminary
in
the
sions of the
nette Fowler who are students at
Nation Bldg. in New York City. Lambuth College spent the weekThey will leave New York City end with their parents, Mr. and
Thursday night returning home a Mrs. Wilson Fowler and Mr. and
different route.
Mrs. E. C. Mosley.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilbur and
Mr. Lee Lowery of Evansville,
Darene of Martin, Mrs. Onice Ind. spent last week with his
Jackson and Barbara Jean were mother, Mrs. Sarah Hopper.
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowery
C. Jackson and girls Sunday.
and daughter of St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Howell of spent the weekend with relatives
Akron, Ohio arrived last week to here.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Greer and
spend their vacation with Mr. and
Mrs. Cletus Binford and other children of Fulton spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Mosley.
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Jeffress
and Belinda visited Mr. and Mrs. of St. Louis, Mo. visited his parWalter Nichols Sunday aftecnoon. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Johnson
during the weekend. Mrs. JohnSunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. son was called to Clinton as her
C. A. Binford were Mr. and Mrs. father, Mr. McWhorter, passed
Claude Howell of Akron, Ohio, away Friday with funeral and
Mr. and Mrs. Era Armbruster and burial Sunday in Clinton, Ky. We
Mrs. Bessie Floyd of near Crow- extend sympathy to them.
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hicks of
Hickman-Reelfoot
Water Valley, Mr. and Mrs. Lyndell Hicks, Linda and Mike of
Road To Be Repaired
Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
A contract for construction on
Binford and Diane.
the Hickman-Reelfoot Lake road
Mr. and Mrs James Earl Sad- in Fulton county has been awardler and Teresa Eve, and Mr. and ed the R. B. Tyler Co. of LouisMrs. Charles Sadler had fish sup- ville, according to an announceper with Mr. and Mrs. Ira Sadler ment by Ward J. Oates, Comlast Friday night.
missioner of Highways.
Mrs. Lloyd Henderson left SatThe company submitted a low
urday morning for two weeks bid of $63,808.65. The contract
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Clois calls for Bituminous Concrete
Johnson and sons, and Mr. and Surface, CL1, 07.8 mile.
Mrs. Charles Batts and son in
Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. James Byrd and
sons were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Haynes in the New
Hope Community.
AU types of Insurance
Mr. and Mrs. Nicky McClanahan of Clinton took supper last
Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs. SAVE ! GET our
John McClanahan and Kenneth.

Dewey Johnson
PACKAGE DEAL

Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Conner,
Shirley, Ruthie and James Lynn
attended a birthday dinner for
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Henderson near
Lynnville last Sunday.
An installation service was held
Sunday night at the Crutchfield
Baptist Church for the new W. M.
(J. and Junior G. A. officers. Mrs.
W. T. Hinkle of Fulton, was the
guest speaker for the W. M. U.
and Mrs. Lewis D Patrick gave
the charge to the Jr. G. A. officers.
Mrs. Nellie Taylor of Akron,
Ohio is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Arnie Brown an other relatives
here.
We welcome Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Bohn to our
,
community.
They moved into She J. B. Williams home one day last week
from Hickman.
Mr. and Mrs. eleorge Elliott
visited Mrs. Lana Newberry,
Cleo and Mary Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Murphy,
Linda and Phillis and Mr. and
Mrs. Eltes Prather of Mayfield
visited Mr. and Mrs. LeJune Holly
and children last Sunday.
Miss Brenda Hale spent Saturday night and Sunday with her
brother • and wife, Bob and Ann,
in Bardwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hale and children of Jackson, Tenn. spent the
week end with his mother, Mrs.
Olive Hale.

"Covering everything"
422 Lake 8t.
Plume 4011
Fulton, Ky.

CITY DRUG CO.

EXUN TV AND ELECTRIC
Phone 207

207 Walnut St.

IS THE TIME TO
ORNAMENTAL IRON

REPAIR!
it REMODEL!
Modernize!

CIRKA1.

•

Yard Markers and Name Plates
Porch Railing, Wrought Iron or Casting
Porch Columns, Wrought Iron or Casting
Step Railing, Wrought Iron or Casting
FREE ESTIMATES

B. J. PRITCHARD
400 East Main Street

Call 1672

Fulton, ICY.

•

ser%01.
KASOILUtt was
137111ATES

?komo' f

Let us help you with heating and air conditioning!

JONES AND HOUSE
305 Paschall St.

The economies of your home Improvement program will soon
pay the costs, and the added space of luxurious living will improve
the value of your property as well as your family's contentment
and happiness. Improve your home NOW — before building materials take another upward cost spiral . . . and you'll also says
costly later problems that will multiply as you delay.

South Fulton

KOHLER

Phone 466

CHRYSLER AIR-TEMP

Plumbing fixtures

Furnaces and air-conditioning

FHA TITLE-1 FINANCING
No money down; up to 3 years to pay

SKILLFUL PLANNING AND WORKMANSHIP WILL PAY YOU!

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY

II

Fulton, Kentucky

210 Church Street

Let one of these reputable business firms help you with
your home improvement program.

tr
SM 1.
42)

PLATE AND
HEAVY SHEET GLASS

WALLPAPIRS

PAINTS

BUILDERS SUPPLY, INC.
Walnut Street

Phone 96

"The House of Famous Brands"
--including—
CELOTEX insulating products

SHEET METAL
METAL SINKS
AIR CONDITIONING for HOME & OFFICE
LENNOX GAS FURNACES
LENNOX OIL FURNACES
METAL CANOPIES
ALUMINUM AND GALVANIZED
NIGHT CALLS, 249

PM:R BURK-HALL PAINTS
"Guaranteed for Three Years"

MULE HIDE roofing

Consult a reputable firm or

KURFEES paints
Slag and concrete blocks
Complete builders' service; free estimates
No money down; up to 3 years to pay

FHA TITLE 1 FINANCING

REPAIR

PUT AN ;.11
END TO 'I; ! ,1_

HOT WATER
SHORTAGE

TIN ROOF REPAIR
INSTALL AND REPAIR STOKERS
NATIONALLY-ADV. EQUIPMENT

workman and you'll get a
job that you'll be proud of

STAINLESS STEEL WORK
HOT ASPHALT ROOFS INSTALLED
OLD FURNACES CLEANED & REPAIRED
pHONE 502

-

REMODEL

MODERNIZE

Modernize Your Home this fall with

through

YOUNGSTOWN kitchens

FHA TITLE - 1 LOANS

COLEMAN heating equipment
FRIGIDAIRE ranges & refrigerators

No Money Down — Up to
BIGELOW carpets

Three Years To Repay

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
Fulton Building. & Loan Assin
Main Street

Walnut Street

Phone 185

Fulton, Ky.

AT YOUR HOUSE!
with modern, convenient

Let your Home Improvement
program begin at

Of the 22 countries with 100
per cent automatic telephone service, Hong Kong, with nearly
65,000 telephones, has the largest
system.

408 Lake St.

NOW

for years to come!

Act now to IMPROVE YOUR HOME
We can do it all

Hong Kong Largest

ITS Man
The Sensational New Invention
Suthedasai's "Ma" Trois
No Belts — No Sleeps —
No Oder.
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Cemfortable
Truss

Commercial and Household Wiring

"Headquarters For Quality"

Fulton Hardware & Furn. Co.
208 Lake Street
Get all the hot water you need, when
you need it, at very lew coat with
Warrenpa. Automatic controls on
modern gas water heaters doll the
work. And it's dependable as well
as safe.
Phone or coos in for
full details!

Telephone 1

OF FULTON
Phone 960
301 Main

Fulton

Fulton, Kentucky

Builders Hardware
Sargent

Johns-Manville

modernization

Paints

Products

Mohawk Carpets and carpeting
Paints

Tiles and Linoleum

—Labor and supervision
—Free estimates

NO MONEY DOWN: Up to 5 years to pay
under FHA Title 1

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO.
College St.

South Fulton

Phone 557

MEMBER: "Home Improvement Council"

"REDECORATING HEADQUARTERS"
Choice selection of Wallpaper
** SUPER KEM-TONE paint
** MARTIN SENOUR outside paint
and inside paints including flat
enamel, medium gloss and enamels.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street

Phone 35

Lumber — Millwork — Plywood

Complete General Electric kitchen

Gas and oil furnaces

Airlene Gas Company

HIGHLANDS LUMBER CO.

—Commercial Roofing
—Finest in materials

Super Kern-Tone

BOAZ PAINT COMPANY
112 Lake Street

Phone 111

Benjamin Moore Paints
`• Seabrook Wallpapers

Highlands

Phone 147

30C
Visit us in our new office and showroom in the old

QUALIFIED TITLE-1 LOANS

FHA TITLE - FINANCING

We

City Motor Company building!

—Russell Boaz

"Services To The Courts" Discussed
At Fulton County Social Service Meet

ie 207

ill 1672

le 466

rEMP
itioning

The Division of Children's
Services Program was discussed by
Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Child WelWorker
at the
fare
Fulton
County Social Service Advisory
Committee Meeting held at Fulton on September 18
Mrs. Voelpel recounted that as
was stated in previous meetings
of the Committee, the first emphasis of the Department of
Economic Security is to keep
children in their own homes
with their parents or relatives
wherever possible. Mx children
whose parents have problems in
them, and whose cases come to
the attention of the Juvenile
Court. the Department provides
services. The services include a
study and evaluation' of the problems, the present situation and
the available resources; a report
to the court; supervisory services:
and in some cases assistance in
planning for placement of the
children away from their own
homes.
The Department also provides
services to the circuit courts
when requested on adoption cases,
neglect and abuse cases, and other
case circwnstances. The services
to the courts are to assist the
courts in seeing that children
In need receive the most desirable care for proper growth
and the best possible services.

Forrest Sparkles
As Fulton Wins
Game Friday Nile
Charlie Forrest fired three
touchdown passes and ran 18
yards for another score in leading
Fulton City to a 39-13 win over
Ridgely, Tenn., here Friday night.
It was the 15th consecutive win
for the Fulton eleven.

LNY

itucky

'TS

Fulton scored two toucndowns
in the first period and three in
the second quarter for a 32-0 halftime lead. The Bulldogs scored
only one TD in the last half as
coach Charlie Thomas used his
substitutes freely in the last two
quarters.
Fulton wasted little time scoring in the first period as Roger
Pigue romped over on a 14-yard
run. Forrest added the extra point
for • quick 7-0 lead.
Forrest, the leading scorer in
the Western Kentucky Conference, came back for an 18-yard
run for the second touchdown in
the initial quarter.
The Fulton quarterback hurled
three passes for touchdowns in
the second period. Forrest's first
toss was a 22-yarder to Rich Cardwell. He followed with a 55-yard
pass to Pigue and a 47-yard heave
to Jerry House. A Forrest to Joe
Johnson pass accounted for the
second period extra point.

Members of the local Service
Advisory Committee are.
Judge
John
C. Bondurant,
Chairman, Mrs. Harold
Rim
Secretary, and Mrs. Louis Weeks,
Dr. Jack
Blankenship, Raper
Field, Joe Barnett and James
Amberg.
This committee, appointed by
the Ciovernor, by authority of
the Kentucky Revised Statutes
203.3333, serves in an advisory
capacity in relation to the programs of the Division of Children's Services and the Division
of Public Assistance.
The next meeting of the Committee is scheduled for October.
at which time the "Aid to the
Penhanently and
Totally DisBob White, prominent Fulton
abled" program will be discussed
by a worked of the Public As- businessman and civic leader, who
has been a patient in Fulton Hossistance Division.
pital for several weeks, Is now
recuperating at his home on the
Mayfield Highway.

Class Officers
Named At Fulgham

Class officers at Fulgham High
School were elected there recently.
Donald Morehead was named
president of the senior class, with
Carolyn Latham, vice president;
Bobbie Jo Archey, secretary; Jerry Stewart, treasurer; and Patsy
Bone, reporter.
Macky Ward was elected president of the junior class, with
Donald Bennett, vice president;
Gail Lynch, secretary and treasurer; and Martha Ward, reporter.
The sophomores elected Terry
Outland, president; Joe Dodson,
vice president; Shelly Pillow, secretary; and Judy Pharis, treasurer.
Preston Overstreet was named
president of the freshman class,
with Richard Elliott as vice president; Gail Vaden, secretary and
treasurer; and Charlotte O'Neal,
reporter.

Purchase $24,287
In Savings Bonds
The citizens of Fulton County
purchased $24,287 in Series E and
H Savings Bonds during August,
bringing the county's cumulative
sales for the Year to $244,093. The
county's goal is $319.850.
In Kentucky, sales during August amounted to $5,450,278,
which brings the cumulative
figure to $44,003,611. The State's
1968 goal is $58,700,000.

Wright To Attend
Southern States
Cooperative Meet
Charles Wright of Fulton will
represent Southern States Cooperative members in the Fulton
County area at the Cooperative's
district election meeting to be
held October 8 at Bowling Green,
Ky. Gene H. Brown of Fulton,
manager of the local Southern
States Cooperative Service Agency in the area, will also attend.
The meeting will elect a member of the cooperative to serve
on it Board of Directors for the
next three years. The man elected will be confirmed at the Cooperative's 35th Annual Meeting
In Richmond, Va on November
6 and 7. The incumbent is Alex
B. Veech of Finchville, Ky.
Tbe program for the Bowling
Green meeting will include an
address by L. E. Roper, director of
Membership Relations, who will
talk on "You and Your Cooperative,' and a slide film presentation showing where members
have money invested in the organization. There will also be a
discussion period and consideration of policy matters by delegates.
W. A. Campbell, 5outhern States
District
of
Manager
Bowling
Green, Ky., will be in charge of
arrangements for the meeting.
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Fulton FFA
Members Are
Winners At Fair
Wingo Future Farmers of America and Future Homeakera of
America chapters won the Kentucky attendance contest at the
Mid-South Fair at Memphis last
Wedneedal.
South Marshall finished second and Fulton County was third.
In the Junior uuernsey show,
Pattie L. Hinson, Fulton topped
the senior calf class and then
reserve junior champion
took
honors with Willow Wilde's Noble
Ella. Patties heifer was the only
Kentucky Guernsey in the junior
show.
Pattie is a daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eimer Hinson.
Judith
Ann Pharis, Clinton,
showed the top three-year-old
cow in the Holstein show.
The Fulton County crops team
finished fourth In its contest.
Howard Downing, Nicholasville,
national PTA president, presented the winners' awards in a pro-

Youth Is Burned
At Wiener Roast
Forrest Ray Call, son of the
Rev. and Mrs. W. T. Call of Sedalia, Ky., was badly burned Saturday night while attending a
wiener roast at the home of a
friend in Sedalia.
The youth, aged 10, suffered
third degree burns on the upper
part of his body when a gasoline
can exploded and sprayed the
burning fuel on his clothes.
Mr. Hendricks said today that
doctors fear the child may lose
his right ear. He is in FullerMorgan Hospital in Mayfield, Ky.,
Room 209. His father is pastor of
the First Methodist church of
Sedalia.
gram in the rodeo arena. He also
spoke to some 7,000 PTA and
FHA members from Tennessee
and Kentucky who were attending
the fair.
Bob Scott, P'ulgham, a student
In the College of Agriculture at
the University of Kentucky, assisted with the FFA events.

Men Charged
With Breakin
Two men arrested early Thursday morning for questioning concerning a break-in at Samburg
have been charged with housebreaking and larceny, Deputy Andrew James said today.
The men were identified as
John Johnson and Jerry Jones,
both of Hickman, Ky.
Johnson has made bond of $500
and has been released, Deputy
James said, but Jones was still
being held in lieu of a $500 bond.

The deputy said Johnson has
in when they drove their car into
continued to deny any implication
ditch at 9amburg.
in the break at the Jim Hutch- a
craft cafe early Thursday morning when about $8 in change and
DUTCH MILL MOTEL
considerable merchandise w a s
•i
stolen.
"Jones said today he didn't
know if he broke into the store
or not." Deputy James said. The
officer said Jones had been drinking when he and Johnson were
arrested shortly after the break-

FENCING SALE
Starts Thursday Oct. 2 - Ends Sat Oct. 11
10 Big Days of Super - Savings on Fencing!
Field Fence
832-6-11
$24 per 20-rod roll
832-6-12 1/2 . . . .$18 per 20-rod roll
832-12-11 .. . .$19.50 per 20-rod roll
4-Point Barb wire,$8.50 per 80-rod spool

Field Fence

Winners of the two EZ bonds
given away at the opening of the
Budget Shop were Mrs. Arden
Sams of Fulton and Mrs. Wayne
Kilgore of Martin. Route 3.

PER 20-ROD ROLL

Mrs. Sam received her bond
Friday, on opening day, and Mrs.
Kilgore received hers Saturday.

il"

Supplies

The new Budget Shop, located
on Lake Street next to the Kasnow Department Store, is owned
by Louie and Joe Kasnow.
•Jae feke year children I. the piece sad ell
Hie ties given belew.

RS"

•Reverd poses will be fakes FREE
charge
by ea expert children's plietiographer from
WOLTZ STUDIOS.
•Al pepsfs will he sh•wie ... Select year
favorite peso for peblicaties sad year
picture will appear is this newspaper at a
leter dote.

Lels.

•Yes may, If you wish, seder photographs fee
elfts or keepsehss from the Studio .
bet
this Is spottlrely up te yea.

NY

HIRE IS THE TIME AND PtACII

1 1/4-inch Staples ... 14c lb.
1 3/4-inch staples ... 14c lb.
1 3/4-inch strong-hold
staples
30clb.
Brace wire No.9 . . 16c lb.
Brace wire No. 11 . . 16c lb.

Ine 35
RCA Victor Hillsdale.
Achievement Series. Handsome
TV that swivels' Tone control.
phono-Iock and automatic gain
control. "One-Set" electronic
tine tuning. 262 sq. In. picture.
3-speaker Panoramic Sound.
Transformer.powerod Dolux•
'hernia4 finhilwa 711017

Wood & Pruitt TT
he old
1 Boaz

fl

7-Ft. creosote posts 3-inch top . . . .55c each
7-Ft. creosote sawed, 3 to 4-inch top . . 55c each
7-Ft. creosote round, 4 to 5-inch top . . 75c each

vision

ie 557

Troy Churchwell, Fulton Negro,
who operates the Spot Cafe in
Missionary Bottom, was fined
$102.50 in City Police Court Tuesday morning, on a charge of selling alcholic beverages without a
license and on a Sunday afternoon.
Churchwell was arrested by
local police Sunday. At the tfial
before City Judge H. H. Perce,
he pleaded not guilty, but after
witnesses had been heard, he was
found guilty of the charge.

FENCE POSTS

Jim Jowers scored on •30-yard
run in the third period for Ridgely and Bob Patterson skipped off
a 29-yard run in the fourth quarter. Bob Morrow scored Fulton's
final touchdown on a 19-yard run.
Phil Andrews added the bonus
point.
13 19 0 7-39
Fulton
0 0 6 7-13
Ridgely

pay

Fulton Negro Fined
For Bootlegging

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11
10 A. N. to 5 P. M.
THE NEWS OFFICE
Commercial Ave.—Fulton

939-6-12 1/2

$20.00

PER 20-ROD ROLL

939-6-11

$2935
PER 20-ROD ROLL

939-12-11

$22.50

PER 20-ROD ROLL

939--12--12 1/2

$16.00

PER 20-ROD ROLL

1047--6--11

$33.00
PER 20-ROD ROLL

1047-6-12 1/2

$22.50

PER 20-ROD ROLL

1447-12-121/2
SOUTHERN STATES
F'ULTON COOPERATIVE
South Fulton

201 Central Ave.

$17.00

•
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Friel!, •

• DUKEDOM RT. 2 •PIERCE STATION

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Mrs. Roy Vincent left Wednesday for Akron, Ohio on a visit
with children, Mr. and Mrs. Artell THE NEWS welcomes expresMrs. Algie Hay and Miss Ruby
These cool mornings make us
Vincent. She will also visit with doss from its readers. Such
of
couple
spent
a
Harris
of
Giffin
realize winter is just around the
the Mack Bynum family and Items maid be signed but
days of last week in Paragould,
corner.
other friends there.
name will be ommitted from
Daisy
Mrs.
aunt,
their
Ark.,
with
Sunday afternoon visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and publication if requested.
Holloman.
reLola
Giffin
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. • Ernest Coltharp
daughter, Judy, of Paducah, Ky.
were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson turned with them after a visit in
anent Sunday here with parents,
Southern Minerals
Paragould.
and Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Kelly French is quite sick in
Development Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True are
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor call147 Jefferson Avenue
Jones Clinic, we wish him a
keeping open house on next Sated on Mr. W. L Rowland and
recovery.
Memphis, Tennessee
urday, October 4th, in observance
Allie Saturday night awhile. Mr. speedy
Mrs. Era Brown returned to her
September 27th, 1958
of their 50th wedding anniversary,
Rowland is feeling better.
home in Milburn, Ky. after a
when
all
relatives
and
friends
Fulton
County
News
Mrs. Charles Dublin and baby weeks visit with Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
may call from 1:30 p. m. to 5 p. Dear Mr. Westpheling:
are at her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans has returnm.
This
will
special
be
day,
their
Erwin Rowland, they come from ed from Jones Clinic, Mrs. Aline
I noted your recent article as to
so all may extend congratulations
Hillview one day last week.
Miss Nancy Adams, Fulton
(Mom) Jones is spending a few
your confidence in future that inand visit in their home.
WPSDover
will
appear
vocalist,
returnJones
Contance
has
Miss
days with her.
Graveside service was held at dustry will flow into Tennessee!
ed to her home near Dukedom afMrs. Jack Lowe was in Green- TV sometime Saturday morning Pinegar cemetery
There appears to be an unSaturday for
on the Crippled Children's Teleter spending several weeks with field shopping Thursday.
diminishing demand for minerals
Michel
Anthony,
infant
son
of
her brother and other relatives in
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Roberts thon.
Mr. and Mrs. James Roy Roberts. coming from the general mid
Miss Adams is a student at
N. C.
of Paducah spent Tuesday night
The infant lived only a few hours, south section and I am wondering
Several relatives and friends of with her grandparents, Mr. and Murray State College and daughupon arrival at Jones clinic Fri- what if any such minerals being
ter of Mr. and Mrs. 'Tillman
Tremon Rickman met at his Mrs. Bud Stem.
produced from your area.
day, Sept. 28.
home Sunday and helped celeMrs. Sam McDaniel is on the Adams of Fulton. Others appearI have in mind such as clays,
Profound sympthy is extended
brate his birthday.
ing on the program will include the
sick list.
limestones, fluospar, and other
young parents.
Wood,
George
and
Anita
DeWitt,
Mrs. Maude Jones was a guest
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Cunning- mineral compinents, that could be
Dorothy Olsen. The Telethon will
in the Ernest Coltharp home one
ham and children of Bowling geologically engineered, not only
•
CHESTNUT
GLADE
televised
over
W1PSD-TV
be
day last week.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan • Channel 6 Friday night and Sat- Green, Ky. spent the weekend for shipping as such to, industry,
Mrs. A. A. McGuire visited her
with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eric and mined from the general area,
urday morning. Miss Adams will
brother and ther relatives last
but in addition to same, if there
Cunningham
in Dresden.
The preparations for the 19th perform sometime before 10 a. et.
week near Kirksey.
Mr. Sam Mathis returned home were all the necessary economic
Mrs. Thelma Puckett of Lone annual field day and fair at Saturday.
from Hillview Hospital last week factors present, might encourage
Chestnut Glade are nearing comand remains abed for a few weeks the installation of plants for
pletion. Everyone is invited to
now during convalescent. We hope manufacturing purpose s, using
come out and enjoy the day with •ROCK SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie Lou Copelen • he may soon be restored to health. these basic materials.
Fulton-Thelon City highway
many friends and acquaintances.
This would entail checking on
The new home of Mr. and Mrs. fuels, transportation, rail, water,
Children under 12 admitted free The premium list apparently will
attract a large exhibit in each deMr. and Mrs. Ralph Gillispie Chap Johnson is near completion or truck and the necessary geowhen in cars
partment.
and Miss Opal Roberson visited with the carpenter and painters logical, engineering and chemical
Sympathy is extended to the Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copeland putting on the last minute touch. analysis of the soils, and if sucFRI-SAT-SUN-MON, Oct. 3-4-5-6
family of Mr. Willard Thompson, and family for awhile Monday Very soon it will be ready for cessful, would eilable the small
FIRST RUN FOR
who passed away at a hospital in night.
a CCU pancy.
land owners to earn a reasonable
UNION CITY AREA
Memphis Sunday night. Funeral
Miss Martha Kay Copelen spent
Mrs. Farris Rickman is report- royalty from the mining of such
AT REGULAR ADMISSIONS
services
were
held
on
Wednesday.
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. ed on the sick list, suffering in- products.
(Starts at 8:35)
Get well wishes go to Mrs. Ben John Sanders.
stinsely frame a lame back.
Any available information that
Jenkins after surgery at the BapMiss Opal Roberson is visiting
Rev. Arthur Wilkeeson filled you may have available would be
tist Hospital in Memphis last in Michigan with her sister, Mrs. his regular appointment at New appreciated, and perhaps, if some
week.
Ralph Gillispie.
Salem Baptist Church the past mention were made by you in
Mrs. Simmons of near Wesley
Marie Copelen spent the week- Sunday at 11 a. m. and the even- your publication, some of your
Chapel is spending a few days end in Murray with Mr. and Mrs. ing services held at 8 p. m.
forward thinking citizens might
ONDON The O. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Fred Billy Green and James William.
get started along these lines.
LEECIE T••
Death claimed the life of Mrs.
Vaughn.
Mrs. Nellie Taylor is visiting Dora McCollum,
82, Friday at 10
Miss Treva Terrell was honored Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Brown.
Sincerely yours
also
a. m. at the Haws nursing home
with a very lovely birthday party
Southern Minerals
ElB.
and
Sanders,
Mrs.
J.
Mr.
FIRST RUN FOR
in Fulton, after several weeks illlast Saturday night.
Development Co.
moore Copelen and Martha Kay
UNION CITY AREA
Mrs. Paul Howard and Mrs. Copelen went to the Obion Coun- ness due to advanced age.
Abe L. Roberts
(Starts FRI-SUN-MON at 7:00) Lucy Jones are improving.
Mrs. McCollum had made her
ty Hospital Saturday night to home with
(Starts SAT at 7-00 and 9:50)
her daughter, Mrs.
Glad to know Mrs. Ruth Finch visit Mr. John Farabough.
(Ed's note: We have indeed
IN BETWEEN AGE
John Cain of near Pilot Oak, for
is able to be dismissed from the
With Tommy Steele
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow, Mrs. some time. She was a member of noted development in this field in
hospital.
this area: In Fulton County two
Mrs. Harvey Gaughan attend- Ella Veatch, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Knob Creek Church of Christ oil wells
TOES-WED-THUR., OCT. 7-3-9
have been drilled reSnow and Glen Ray, visited Mr. where the funeral will be held
ed
a
meeting
of
the
Reelfoot
Re(Starts at 8:35)
cently, and a third Is supposed to
and Mrs. Otto Lamb Sunday.
today
(Monday)
at
2
p.
gional
m.
Library
Trenton
Board
in
Oliver
THE YOUNG DON'T CRY
be andervray; in recent months, in
Cunningham officiating
Tuesday evening.
With Sal Mineo
and around CeJloway County,
The deceased is survived by Important and
also
• MIDDLE ROAD
valuable deposits
(Starts at 7:00)
Oak was the guest of her dad and
Mrs. Jeff Harrison • two sons, Jewell of Cincinnatti, of silica have been discovered and
and Bobbie of Akron; three are now
NO TIME TO BE YOUNG
sister, W. L. and Allie Rowland
being developed; in and
daughters, Mrs. Vera McClain, around Graves County
With Robert Vaughn
one day last week.
high-grade
We are very glad to know Mr. Mrs. Clint Walker, both of
whom
clay has been mined for years,
and Mrs. W. D. Inman are able reside in Detroit, and Mn,.
John and Ho processing and manuto be home after a stay of five Cain, Pilot Oak, Ky.
facture (lamp bases, etc) has
weeks in the Fulton Hospital. We
Jackson Bros. Funeral Horne of been a valuable
seonacnic isest;
welcome them back home.
Dukedom have charge of arrange- up at Grand
Rivers, Ey.(Warms
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips ments with burial in
Pinegar Ky. Dam and the maw But*
spent Wednesday and Wednesday Cemetery.
(ON FULTON-MARTIN HIWAY)
Dam.) high-grads grseisll is Whig
night with Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
produced from stasis lisrmatises.
Harrison.
Lewis Browder is visiting his 'EARLY FARM PROGRESS
Here in Fulton Conlity, drilling
father Mr. E. L. Browder.
Morganfield, built on rolling for water wells has unearthed
various and substantial deposits or
Mrs. Morgan Davidson. Mrs. uplands, is the seat
of Union
clay that as yet have net bees
Roy Bard, Mrs. Jamie Wade and County, whose
farmers early
commercially worked.
Mrs. Ray Moss from our com- pioneered in replacing
"scrub"
munity are all in the Fulton Hos- beef stock with
purebred sires
pital, we hope they will soon be and in growing
soil-enriching Mrs. Paul Westpheling
much better.
Korean lespedeza.
The Fulton County News
Mn. A. L. Cox spent their vacs
Fulton, Kentucky
tion with her daughter, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Kemp have Dear Jo:
Charles Wade and baby.
•
Week-before-last's edition of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips, Mr. moved to the A. L. Cox farm.
n
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bolton your fine newspaper
• NOM RIM nano
•
and Mrs. Jeff Harrison visited
was waiting
• PEMUNUNANIANI-CEITE-VAIIRJET 4
Wednesday night with Mr. and and boys were the Sunday night for me when I returned from a
supper
guests
of
Mr.
and Mrs. trip last week. I found that you
Mrs. Archie Ruston and family.
THIS ANGRY
George Black and Telitha.
had departed from your usual
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bolton
•
AGE
and Charles Hubert went to MemTIOSIRAISI • TEDINICOLOR•
•
phis to the fair Thursday.
A MAIM RAN
•
Mr. and Mrs. George Black and
Telitha visited Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. F. A. Black and Ruby.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cox and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Vanoy Cox
and family visited Sunday with
FIRST RUN
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Cox and family.
IS Wen pees
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry and
girls spent Sunday with Mr. and
SEIS
Mrs. W. D. Inman and Mr. Marvin Sunday afternoon. Visitors
KING
til
were Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Harrison.
GUN
Kra. 0. F. Taylor•

Mrs. Merles Lowe •
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FULTON DRIVE-IN THEATRE
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COAL BIN
with our quality coal I

—All sizes on hand
—Prompt delivery
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Thrill of Pare (Popeye cartoon)
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Also — Latest News
81 A Chill Rece lion (cartoon) -What A Safari I

._Our capacity is greatly enlarged, assuring you of prompt, efficient service
and at the same time careful and superior cleaning and laundry work. We never
sacrifice quality for speed.
.We now have two offices for your convenience: our main office on East State
Line and our "Call" office on Fourth Street. The Fourth Street office is open
daily from 6:30 a. m. to 6:00 p. m. At EITHER office you may obtain 1-day
special service, as well as regular service.
.We appreciate your co-operation and patience during these past three
weeks when we were moving.

OR-PARISIAN LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS
E. State Line, phone 130
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In Technicolor
TODAY & FRIDAY
Double Feature! SATURDAY ONLY!!

•

Saturday Midnight, October 4
CITY COAL CO.
ROUGE"
MOULIN
"NIGHT IN
TELEPHONE 51

111001
gX11

La Parisienne

ALL SEATS 49c

•
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Brigitte BARDOT in

—and it's time to
let us fill your

be

Charles BOYER
Henri VIDAL

••••.T•ohnioolor•

Unguarded Moment
Blazing Forests

OH THAT BARDOT!

.Last weekend we finished moving the remainder of our equipment from
Fourth Streetio the OK Laundry building on East State Line, and are now in full
production.
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Sportsmen To Have Dinner-Meet

Now We Are Moved, And Ready To Serve You Promptly

Saturday, Oct. 4 Sun - Mon - Tues
Od.5 - 6 - 7
BURTON
1URGENS
gm ROMAN
warn PUIEORIN

morning; Crutchfield, fourth Sunday night; Rush Creek, third Sunday morning; Rush Creek, second
Sunday night; Harmony, fourth
Harmony,
The Rev. F. L. Clement, pastor Sunday morning; and
night.
Sunday
third
of the Crutchfield Circuit, this
week ennounced his schedule, as
First Sunday services rotate
follows:
among the churches quarterly.
Crutchfield, second Sunday Crutchfield gets the first "first"
Sunday morning in each quarter
high standards of journalism to and the third "first Sunday" night
devote a full page to my appoint- each quarter. Rush Creek gets the
ment at West Virginia University. second "first Sunday" morning
While many of your readers no service in each quarter and the
doubt felt you were wasting good
first "first Sunday" night. Harprinters ink, I personally got an mony gets the third "first Sunenormous kick out of it and just day" morning service in each
wanted to tell you how much I quarter and the second "first
apprciated it. You may be sure Sunday" night service.
that I shall place that page in a
prominent spot in my West Virginia Scrap Book.
I couldn't figure at first where
the picture came from, but decided it must have been taken when
I spoke a few Years ago at the
Members of the Fulton County
Fulton County Farm Bureau pic- Sportsmen's Club have planned a
nic out at the Fairgrounds. Anymeeting for Friday night.
way, it is more flattering than any dinner
School. Quail
ordinary camera could be expect- Oct. 3, at the Cayce
raised by Adron Workman for the
ed to produce!
I hope that all continues to go club will be distributed to each
well with you and your husband member for placement throughand the NEWS.
out the county at V. e 7 30 p. In.
get together. The quail will be
Thanking you again, I am
banded to see the results.
Sincerely,
Elvis J. Stahr, jr.
A program has been planned.

Schedule Of
Crutchfield Circuit

Fourth Street, phone 14

1

1

id, fourth Suntek, third SunCreek, second
rmony, fourth
and Harmony,

ervices rotate
ses quarterly
ie first "first"
i each quarter
Sunday" night
Creek gets the
day" morning
larter and the
night. Harrd "first Sun'vice in each
second "first
rice.

.0
r-Meet

Fulton County
ave planned a
Friday night.
School. Quail
rkritan for the
auted to each
neat throughthe 7:30 p. m.
quail will be
results.

Farm HMS, Meetings, Events
(Ed'smate: the following information, supplied THE NEWS
by the USDA. ABC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
agencies will be .1 special interest to PrOgreSSIVe farmers bt the
Ken- Tenn area).
WOOL PROGRAM
EXTENDED TO is;
The national wool incentive
program has been extended for
another three years, according to
Roy Bard, Chairman of Fulton
ASC County Committee. The program was scheduled to expire
Starch 31, 1959, but was extended
to March 31, 1962 in the new farm
law enacted in August.

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201
FULTON

USDA INCREASES INTEREST
TO
PERCENT ON CC
CERTIFICATES OF INTEREST
The Kentucky State ASC Office
today announced that the rate of
interest payable on certificates of
Interest issued by the Commodity
Credit Corporation to banks and
other financial institutions for
financing 1958-crop price support

4
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The purpose of the wool program is to increase the national
production of wool. Payments are
made to wool growers to supplement their income from marketings. For the present marketing
year, the incentive payment rate
is 62 cents a pound, and payments
will be made on a percentage
basis to encourage producers to do
the best possible job of marketing
their wool.

OUR BEST
FRIENDs...OUR
CUSTOMERS!
Don't try to repair that
T. V. set yourself; it can
be dangerous and costly!
We'll give you a free fairpieed repair estimate.
All of our work is fueranteed. Call!

Roper Television307

306 Main Otreet

Phone

We're launching it today! Our ANNUAL

DAY
Ab Pe

BOYS' 49c TEE SHIRTS

Gordon, Somers and Sams

e

1

111111111111M1111h

One of the biggest coat sales in our history! Choice
of magnificent wool broadcloths, wool tweeds, wool
Zibelines, velvet trims, mink fur trims, white fur
trims, tailored styles. Sizes K to IS and 16i 2 to 24Vr.

$15

S
Reg. 3.99 ORLON SWEATER
knit-short sleeves,

High bu:k orlon in an interlock
long sleeves, cardigans or pull-over. Blue, pink,
navy. green, apricot, red, black, white-tome in
combinations.

Sweaters
Reg. 2.99 Girls Orlon
genuine, luxurious

hiNot ordinary orlon. but
bulk super orlon! Choice of five lovely colors, pink,
blue, maize, red or white. Sizes 7 to 14. At this
savings, there's a limit of 2 to a customer.

JACKETS
MEN'S 7.99 corm
. . Ideal for work . ..

Lightweight, comfortable
for sports! Two Jackets in one! Wear solid-color
side out, or with smart plaid-side out Fine cotton
fabric is completely washable. Choice of good-looking colors. Sizes small, medium, large, extra large.

BOYS 5.99 Two-Way Jackets
side
Heavyweight cotton is woven plaid on one sides
. . or wear the solid-color side out . . . both pelare treated for wrinkle-resistance, water-re
lence. Choke of black, tan, chorcoal or red. Completely washable. Sizes 6 to 16.

SHIRTS
Reg. 1.99 - 2.99 SPORT
Ginghams-Ivy League

Cotton Flannels-Woven
Collars--Regular Collars; --completely washable.
Smart plaids, checks, stripes. Sizes small, medium,
large.

vvell0

200
15°

THE

ASC CHAIRMAN
EXPLAINS IMPORTANCE
OF GRAIN LOANS

9

Safari!

ow tie

WE ABE NOW BUYING
SWEET POTATOES

Flat cotton knit. lightly
-grand for sports or Just keeptrqr warm. In white
or silver-grey. Sizes 36 to 46.

ALL-WOOL COATS to $34.95 val's.

Darnell Attends
Education Meeting

Bids on the $1,000,000 bonds for
the construction of Ferry-Morse
Fulton County Schools SuperSeed Company, were opened at
attended
744alt an adjourned meeting of the intendent Bearl Darnell
a First District Education AssociFulton City Council Wednesday
ation meeting Wednesday, Oct. 1,
night at the City Hall.
at Farley Elementary School in
The M. A. Saunders Company Paducah.
of Memphis was the successful
WWII JIM PRYOR
The purpose of the meeting was
Causerii Usoi bidder.
Ilasksberel Aged,
to discuss professional responsiEight varieties of soybeans, inSPEAKS TO LIONS
bilities and way of increasing
2 MILLION
1
THIEVES GOT /
cluding six named standard variStaff members of the Child participation in the development
DOLLARS LAST YEAR
eties, a new variety and an unWelfare Office and the Old Age of an improved educational pronamed experimental variety, will
This may be a little misleading Pension Office in Fulton were gram for Kentucky youth.
be shown to soybean raisers of
but the thief is mastitis and the guest speakers at the Lions Club
the eight counties west of the
'A million was the figure that luncheon-meeting Friday at the
Tennessee River Tuesday aftermastitis cost farmers of this area Park Terrace. The three women
Accurate
noon, Oct. 9.
last year, and the amount is grow- spoke of their work. Grady Varof
den
was
a
Dairyman,
ninon
guest.
Mr.
WORKMANSHIP
year.
every
ing
S. R. Phillips, Kentucky Agricultural Extension Service agroWidespread interest in the Con- now is the time to put the lock phases of Mastitis.
At Low Cost
nomist, said the varieties to be servation Reserve, the only Soil on the barn door even though
This will, in all probability, be
and Thee
shown are Clark, Perry, Wabash, Bank program available in 1959, some of the horses have been one of the most important meet- Watches, Clocks
Dorman, Ogden and Lee; Hood, a indicates that participation by stolen. The Graves County Agri- ings you will have the opportunity Pleeee of Al Linda LessLew Owl
new variety; and the unnamed farmers in Obion County may be cultural Council will help you to attend this year. It will save safely Repaired at
experimental line developed by much greater than in previous with this problem by answering you money, if you have mastitis bythe Kentucky Agricultural Ex- years, Chairman Vaughn of the questions that are in most dairy- troubles. It not come out and visit
ANDREWS
periment Station.
Obion County Agricultural Stabi- men's mind today concerning with your neighbors they will be
Company
Jewelry
mastitis.
The session will be held on the lization and Conservation Comthere.
Thursday evening, Sept. 25 at
J. T. Workman farm in Hickman mittee, announced today.
county„,-in the Oakton community
The Chairman explaned that if 7:00 p. m. at the Graves county
several miles northwest of Clin- this considerable interest on the War Memorial Fair Grounds, The
ton. Signs will be erected from part of farmers is reflected in for- Agricultural Council will present
the edges of Clinton to the meet- mal applications for Conservation a program on the DIAGNOSIS,
ing place, he said.
Reserve contracts, the results PREVENTION AND CONTROL
Varieties to be shown are those could be that application will ex- OF MASTITIS. The Graves Counavailable to and recommended for ceed funds available for program ty Agricultural Council will also
be presented with the Brucellosis
commercial soybean producers. payments in Obion County.
Certificate
The crops are approaching maUnder Conservation Reserve Motified Certified
turity now, Phillips said.
regulations, applications for con- Award.
Speakers for the occasion will
Phillips will be assisted at the tracts have to be accepted in acMARKET PRICES!
demonstration by Workman and cordance with a definite priority be Honorable Ben J. Butler, ComWarren Thompson, Extension plan-on the basis of the best missioner of Agric. Frankfort,
Ky. Dr. John B. Healey, Inspector
Service assistant agronomist.
offer per acre. Therefore, farmers In charge State of Kentucky,
contracts at a
accept
to
offer
who
Animal disease tradication
Corn farmers will go to the
rate less than the maimum set Beandh, United States Departpolls Tuesday, November 25, in a
farm will increase the
their
for
ment of Agriculture, Frenkfort.
special referendum to determine
possibility of their applications
whether the national farm proDr. Robert H. Singer, State VetFulton. Ky.
Walnut Street at RR crossing
accepted.
being
gram for corn should be changed,
erinarian, Frankfort and Dr. Art
Chairman Vaughn of the Obion
The Department of Agriculture Freeman, Research Specialist,
H. C. Sams, manager
County Agricultural Stabilization has announced a shorn wool in- Jense n-Salsbery Laboratories,
anCommittee,
and Conservation
centive price of 62 cents per Kansas City, Missouri. There will
nounced today.
pound of woll for the 1959 mar- be others on program for various
The referendum is provided for keting year which begins April 1,
in the newly enacted farm law, 1959, according to C. C. Vaughn,
the Agricultural Act of 1958. Vot- Chairman, Obion County Agriculing will be conducted in the com- tural Stabilization and Conservamercial corn area, which consists tion Committee. A mohair support
of 932 counties in 26 states, in- price of 70 cents per pound has
cluding Obion County.
been set for the same year.
Voters will express a choice
These 1959 prices are the same
between the following alterna- as for the first 4 years of the Natives:
tional Wool Program running
1. A New Program, under which from the 1955 through the 1958
there would be no corn acreage marketing years. New legislation
allotments and no designation of enacted this summer extends the
a commercial corn area. Under program for 3 more years-endthis program, all corn producers ing March 31, 1962.
Payments to producers for 1959
STORE OF YOUR CHOICE
will follow the same methods as
for the current year, the Chairman explained. Shorn wool payMAKE
ments will be equal to a percentage of each producer's cash reR STOR1
turns from wool sales. The percentage will be that required to
YOUR
raise the national average price
HEADQUARTERS
received by producers for wool
up to the incentive price of 62
F0it
cents per pound.

SHIRTS
MEN'S $1.29 SWEAT
fleeced inside for warmth

it News

M. A. Saunder Co.
Is Successful Bidder

v-010

"
/541-a 50v CetlYnCate tedeemah/e at--

-Blasting Off With The
Season's Most Spectacular Bargains !

ihrink-resistant, white, combed cotton knit! NOGG3reinforced to prevent stretching. Guaranteed.
Sizes to fit ages 6 to 16.
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GROCERIES.it

Employee Event
Nine Big Days Starting Today . .. and here ars
a few special prices in effect Thursday-Friday and
Saturday (or as long as quantities last).

:.10 /0101
,
01111131

•

would be eligible for price support without any restrictions on
acreaged. The level of price supports would be 90 percent of the
average corn price by farmers
during the 3 preceding years, but
not less than 65 percent of parity.
2. Continuation of the Present
Corn Program, under which farmers who plant within acreage
allotments are eligible for price
support at 75 percent to 90 percent of parity. The current corn
situation would indicate a reduction of approximately 15 percent
In the national corn allotment for
1959 and price supports at or near
the minimum.
A majority vote of corn farmers casting ballots will decide the
referendum. Details as to voting
eligibility and polling places will
be announced later, Mr. Vaughn
said.

I\ Onsly 15 Days left- for you io

%KY SATES
"knee
ye cartoon)

loans will be increased' to 214
percent per year beginning Sept.
18.
The increase is from the 1%
percent rate of interest which has
been in effect heretofore for 1958
crop certificates.
The increase announced today
is to bring the interest rate in
line with current rates on comparable short-term government
and commercial borrowings, and
to encourage private financial institutions to retain their investment it the loans.

Stop is anytime...
sleet your friends bets
-you're welcome at
all 'tunes. Ask to see
and try the latest model coNN instrument
sf your choke. No obligation. Ask shout
out easy purchase plan
with RENTAL privilege.

UNION CITY, TENN.

Mr. Roy C. Gray, Chairman of
the ASC State Committee, today
advised farmers throughout the
state to consider securing a farmstored or warehouse-stored loan
or purchase agreement on their
corn, soybeans, wheat and other
grains before they sell their grain
on the open market at the extremely low prices that are now
being offered in many areas of the
state.
Mr. Gray said farmers will profit in some cases as much as forty
cents a bushel by securing a loan
or purchase agreement. He went
on to say that farmers who are
interested in a loan or purchase
agreement should contact their
local ASC county office for detailed information.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

To acquaint you with Warrenges, the concentrated fuel
for home heating, water heating, cooking, tractor
fuel-and dozens of other farm and home usei!

CONTEST ENDS OCT.101

A77e/41516 deraY/
NOTHING TO WRITE EXCEPT
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
SFND

YOUR ENTRY IN NOW!

There's a certificate worth fifty dollars in groceries waiting for the person whose key can open
the lock of the Warrengas Treasure Chest! Only
one key will open the lock -and someone readir g
about this contest will receive that key! It might
be you. Your chance is as good as anyone else's!
All you have to do is fill out and mail the coupon below. It's just that easy! In return, an
impartial organization will mail you a key. el'hen
on October 24 or 25 just drop in at our showroom and see if your key is the lucky one that
opens the lock. Imagine the thrill of winning
this valuable certificate. So act now! Mail in
your entry today!
Hen are the easy rules

400
300

S A V E....In Mayfield, Ky.
On GIRLS NEW COATS
• Special discount continues 10 days
• Wools--fleeces-tweeds--man-made fur
• All-new styling in 'every wanted color and
pattern.
• Sizes 1-3, 3-6x, 7-14 and Subteens

CAR COATS
(Boys and Girls)

144

$3.98 to $11.98
(Tom Sawyer and SanTone)

Your home and farm can
be modern as tomorrow
with WARRENGAS
What is Warrengaa? It's a high qualii.y LP-Gas, also known as bottled gas,
propane, and butane. Simply put, this
means that it is a natural gas concentrated to pack a lot of gas into very
little space, so that we can deliver
Warrengas to you easily and economically. No wonder Warrengas saves you
time, work, worry and money.
HOME HEATING-Clean, automatic
heating for pennies a day.
• I
coonitio-Cook the modern
way with the hot, clean controlled flame of Warrengas.
WATER 1411wripao-Have °ODIUM

I. Telephone. write, or visit the Warrengaa distributor and ask
'pun
him for an entry blank. Or. if you wish, send the Ittacised
or entry blank to The Milton Company, address listed below
2. Re owe to write your or..,. and addnem clearly, together with
the Warrenges distributor's name and addrma All entries mist be
postmarked no later than midnight. October 10.
2. Ceekeet is open to any adult resident of continental 1,nito.I
States meant employees of Warrenges distributors, Warren Petroleum Corporation, its advertising agencies end their families
Contest insb,pert to all Federal. State and local law.. ordinances.
and regulations Only one key will be mailed to a family.
4. Keys will be mailed to entrants by The Milton Company with
identifying folders no later than October Ill.
I. All entranta will be eligible to try their keys in the Treasons
Cheat display on October 24 or 25 when they bring in the key
and the itifying folder, which they received through the mall.
le the Warrenga• dietributor's Mow-room.
lb Grand Prim. 00 00 certificate recieemeble for food rit •
food store of the Warrengas distributor's selection In tre
event that the holder of the Lucky Key dose not corm to
our ehowroorn before cloning time, 0..-tober 25, the '-cwt lest, will be presented to • local charity.

Cut on

dotted line and Mail Today!

of pipirw h.it water-faster
TRACTOR FUEL-Clean-burning

Warror;.---.8 c its maintenance
costs op to ...)%.

IRMIRMSORS OIRITRIIT
Tlis MOW Comemp. WNW Sept
P.0- 11•11 aft 11011.a. MMus
1.1•••• mai mos. witimat obilisdho.• WalTeDge.

Girls Dresses, Special

SHAINBERG'S

inummuniummiumm
Due 14

UNION CITY,TENNESSEE

$3.98 and $4.98

(Kate Greenaway and Cinderella)

On Lot Boys Sport and Polo Shirts __ $1.49
(Tot 'DI Teen Shop, Second floor)

QUALITY SHOE STORE
MAYFIELD, KY.

arm Kew.

Your I#Vcrrengas Distributor is
NAYS

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON
301 Main St.

Phone 960

- FULTON. KENTUCKY -

ADDRESS
CITY
Y WAJIMINGAR IYINTRIWUTOR IsTY.ressem
P
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Wads) CHARLES W.BURROW
Phone 126 309 Walnut
215 Main
Phone 81
Fulton, Ky.
Farm Loans
Motorola-Capitol-RCA
Conventional Loans
HiFi, tape recorders
FHA Loans
record players
-The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times !
Complete selection
of RECORDS

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Lawrence Brown
wishes to thank all those whose
help, visits and expressions of
sympathy meant so much during
his recent illness and death.
May God bless each of you.

POps-cldssical-gospel
Join our Record Club
Buy 10-get one free
We sell ALL brands TV,
radios, Hi-Fi and recorders

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

For The

Across From
\ Coca-Cola Plant

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

FARM LOANS

buy it at

Long Terms-Easy Payments

EXCHANGE

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

Church Street

Fulton

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

WE

RENT - - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

Fulton Real Estate Co.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL.
203 Main St

Phone 5

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.
MOTORCYCLES: new and used.
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry
Strip Metropolis, Illinois
WINTER dam construction work
Seattle area. Long Project.
"Construction News" 30c and
stamped envelope. ESCO, Box
658, Bellevue, Wash.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

ONLY a few left: yes, only a few
1958 Chevrolets are left at
Taylor Chevrolet, where "the
best deals are Taylor-Made".
See Ellis or Dan today; don't
delay, on these 1958 Chevrolets.

Phone TU 59404

Union City WFLIS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment,
(Complete stock)
experienced workmen. Write
Good selection of records or call Watson Co., Phone 281,
on LP And 45 rpm
Fulton, Ky.

1

Mail orders-Special orders

FOR SALE-Seventy, first class
ewes and two registered bucks
for sale. See or call B. H.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
Barnes, Route 3, Mayfield, Ky.,
expert rebuilding, reconditionPhone 1548-W1.
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
ANGUS Cattle sale. Buyers barCompany, Union City, Tenn.
gain opportunity! French Broad
BEST for the money because
Farms, Bowling Green, Ky., 12
they're all-leather: Red Wing
noon, Thursday, October 9. 30
and W. L. Douglas work shoes
cows with calves and rebred;
at Forrester's Shoe Shop.
7 bulls; 28 bred and open heifers. Many 4H show steer prosLAUNDERETTE
pects. For catalog write or call
J. D. Huggins, Bowling Green,
SERVICE
Ky.
• 16 new Norge washers
• 4 new 25-lb dryers
• 20c per 9-lb wash load
• 25c per dryer load

FLOWERS

DROP-OFF SERVICE
"Drop it off"-we'll wash it by
the time you return

For Every Occasion

FULTON LAUNDERE'l E

HALLMARK greeting Cards

Open 6 am to 10 pm
Carr St.
near State Line

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-J

Are your insurance premiums raised from year
to year?

Fulton

I

AM NOW represeting the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the oportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Tom
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.

555 FULTON, KY.

WINES
Most eemptete stook in
West Kentucky

HOSPITAL NEWS

Plans For Hale-Bogle Wedding
Are Announced Here This Week

Atlanta, Ga.; a brother, Lee Paschall of Mayfield; a sister, Mrs.
Ellen P. Key of Crosslyn, Ky.;
a half-brother, Barker Paschall of
Hazel, Ky.; several grandchildren
and three great-grandchildren.
The body will be at the Whitnel Funeral Home until time for
the services.
The pallbearers will be Judge
Paschall, Gus Paschall, Parvin
Paschall, Con Paschall, Toy Paschall and Jessie Key.

129 MAYFrELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
Your Favorite Beverages

LIQUORS
442-44 Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.

NEW
Nati, IC
historic;
er for 1
spent so
Includes
A. W. C
Milton I
on a btu

LOW BIDContinued from Page One
Morse bonds to the M A. Saunders and Co. of Memphis, who
had purchased them last Wednesday.
The money received from the
sale of the bonds was placed in
the Union Planters Bank of Memphis, who will be the paying agent
for the construction of the factory
building, according to an ordinance created by the Fulton City
Council.
After the deliverance of the
bonds, Mr. Pottinger, who is acting president of the Ferry-Morse
Seed Company, was called in Detroit and given the information.
Mr. Pottinger expressed great
pleasure that this had been accomplished, so that the work,
which was begun last week on
the new plant in Highlands, could
continue with out letup.

The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning, October 1.
Hillview Hospital:
Mrs. Riley Deweese, Clinton;
The Rev. William Tuley Thomas Hickman.
Stephen Smith, Fulton; Mrs. Roy
Tommy Bogle of Milan will at- Stevens, Wingo; Mrs. Geneva TerTV ANTENNAS: We install- of Murray will officiate at the
trade-repair and move. Get marriage of Miss Susan Hale and tend his brother as best man. rell, Fulton; Charles 'Toon, Fulour prices. We service all makes Glenn Bogle on Sunday. Oct. 5, Ushers will be another brother, ton: Mrs. Thomas Jones, Fulton;
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television at 2:30 at St. Paul's Episcopal Bob Bogle of Milan, Johnny Bo- E. W. Crider, Fulton; Sharon RusChurch in Hickman.
gle of Kenton, uncle of the bride- sell, Water Valley; Mrs. James
Miss Hale is the daughter of groom-elect, Charles Cobb of Duncan. Fulton; Mrs. Allie Ro- LUCK SMILES
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polish- Mr. and Mrs. Warwick Hale of Union City and W. C. Hale Jr., berts. Fulton; J. D. Miller, FulContinued from Page one
ton; Mrs. Wayne McClure, Ful- and would be glad to lend it to
er and electric vacuum clean- Hickman. The bridegroom-elect's brother of the bride-elect.
Emmett
are
parents
ton;
Mr.
Reese,
Charles
and
Fulton:
Mrs.
Hamby
Torn
Mrs.
Stone
and Maxers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Marshal. So Ouida Jewell at the
Bogle of Milan, formerly of Union well McDade of Fulton will be Lewis Holly, Fulton; Mrs. 0. K. Fulton News office got busy, took
Phone 35, Church Street
Gurley,
City.
Fulton; Mrs. Governor the wheel chair to the upholstery
acolytes.
Haley, Fulton; Mrs. Floyd Mc- shop and soon Marshall will be
Miss Helen Tyler of Hickman
Milham, Fulton.
will be organist.
as comfortable as can be once
Jones Hospital:
The bride-elect has chosen her
again.
Mrs. James Roberts, Dukedom; So if there's some spare change
REPAIR SERVICE
cousin, Miss Linda Hale, to be
Mrs. Wess Davis, Fulton; Mrs. in your pocket, perhaps you'd like
her maid of honor. Serving as
RADIO AND TV
Herman Parks, Fulton; Kelly to join..the following people in
bridesmaids will be Miss Nancy
Bogle of Milan, sister of the
Tuesday at Ladies Day at the French, Fulton; W. A. Roberson, making Marshal's plight a little
Any make-any model
bridegroom-elect, Miss Kay Pow- Country Club trophies were pre- Fulton; Mrs. E. B. Newton, Ful- easier. He needs clothes, food and
el of Jackson and Miss Patsy Jo sented to all tournament winners ton; Velva Hawks, Jr.. Dukedom; lots of other necessities of life
Fields and Miss Emily Stubbs of
The winners were: Virginia Ben Hanley, Fulton; Mrs. P. F. that many folks take for granted.
WOOD & PRUITT TV
Rogers, championship troph y; King, Fulton: W. W. Jones, MarAnd here are the donors:
Tootie Cantrell, runnerup; Nancy tin.
Loyal Workers of CP church, $5.00
Hospital:
Mrs. Edna Alexander
5 00
NEED EXTRA COPIES Bushart, first flight winner; run- Fulton
300 Walnut St.
Phone 211
Mrs. Tom White, Hickman; Ray- A listener
nerup, Martha Mahan; second
5 00
mond
Moss,
Crutchfield;
Fred
Authorized RCA-Victor
flight
winner,
Joy Stokes, runnerNorma June McClanahan
1.00
OF THE NEWS ? ?
Wells, Fulton; Mrs. J. B. Barclay, Marvin Nolen
up, Margaret Hall.
Sales and Service
1 00
•
Fulton;
Mrs.
R.
V.
Putnam. Sr., Mrs. A. J. Lowe
Jewell Myatt, second flight con2.00
Fulton;
Mrs.
Morgan Davidson, Mr. & Mrs. J. D. Simpson
solation winner, Margaret Homra,
1.00
This week and every week, THE runnerup; Sue Moore, handicap Fulton; Mrs. Lloyd Carter, Clin- Ouicia
Jewell
1.00
NEWS is on sale at:
winner, Betty Bowell, runnerup. ton; Mrs. Ella Ledbetter, Fulton; Carnell Bateman
1.00
NOW is the time to get your
Erie Hill, first flight winner, James Hicks, Wingo; Eugene Flaude & Alvin Wheeler
2.00
Evans Drug Store
Typewriter and Adding MacMarie Bushart, runnerup; Ruby Bynum, Fulton; Mrs. Jamie Wade, Mrs. Callie 'Walker
2.00
News
Fulton
Stand
hiae Overhauled. See Cleo
Sawyer, second flight winner, Fulton; Mrs. John Wilkerson, Della Cooper
1 00
Smith's Cafe
Peeples, Service Manager of
Fulton; Mrs. Fred Ward, Hick- Mrs. Ernest Kelly
and Monira Hamra, runnerup.
1.00
Derby Cafe
man;
The Harvey Caldwell ComMrs.
Mary
Fite,
Clinton;
At golf Tuesday Tootie Cantrell
Mr. & Mrs. W. B. Williams 1.00
The Coffee Shop
Mrs. Will Best, Water Valley; L. Mrs. Ernest Willey
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outwas medalist for the day.
2.00
A C. Butts Grocery
L.
Lillard.
Water
Valley; Mrs. A Widow
fitters, Phone 674.
100
Rogers Grocery
Richard Miller and baby, Water Listeners
3.00
Frankum's Texaco Station
FOR THE BEST Deal in Office
Valley; Margaret Large and baby, A listener
1.00
City Drug Store
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Fulton; Mrs. Tommie Brown and A friend
1.00
News
The
Office
0.
James
Butts
See
at The
baby; Fulton; Mrs. Bobby Bar- Nola J. Davis
1.00
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
clay, Fulton; Mrs. James Ded- Mrs. Jim Eberhardt
2.00
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Ward
Bushart,
Mr.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, HAVE Registered Southhorn
mon, Fulton; Mrs. Thomas Ded- Elizabeth Ward
2.00
Bulls, Color red, breeding and and Mrs. Ernest Fall and Mr. and mon, Fulton; Mrs. 011ie Miller, A
Phone 874. We trade for your
Friend
100
quality good, 11 to 22 months Mrs. Hendon Wright attended the Fulton; Mrs. J. T. Travis, Fulold equipment.
Mrs. Lottie Boyd ....
1.00
old. Also a few females. Will U. K. Alumni Association banquet ton; Mrs. Frank Twin, 1Pulton:
At presstirne Wednesday, Mrs.
McCOY cushion insole shoes are
sell. Inspection invited. James at the Irvin Cobb Hotel in Padu- Earl Rogers, Water Valley; Mrs.
Annie Moore called to say that
cah Tuesday night.
now available in dress as well
Haw, Charleston, Missouri.
E. E. Willingham, Fulton; Mrs. Marshal's wheelchair
is all ready.
Dr. Frank Dickey, president of S. A. McDade,
as work styles at Forrester's
Fulton; Miss Sue Asked what the price of the upMAYTAG WASHERS, standard the University of Kentucky, was House,
Shoe Shop.
Clinton; Mrs. Henry Sills, holstery job would be, Mrs. Annie
and automatic models, $139.95 principal speaker. Other speakers Fulton;
Mrs. Roy Bard, Fulton; said that she was contributing the
were
Dr.
Ralph
and
Woods,
up.
Sales
president
and
service.
Mr. Marvin Burkett, Clinton; and work as her part in
Bring your repair jobs to
helping the
of Murray State College, and Wal- Paul
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Nailling,, Union City, Tenn. young cripple.
WEBB'S
ter C. Jetton, retired principal of
WHY pay more for a good steel- Tilghman High School.
Welding Blacksmith,
toe shoe' Come by and see our
Members of the association
and Machine Shop
Red Wing steel-toe shoes, $10.95 from over the First district atat Forrester's Shoe Shop.
JAMES C. CROFT,
tended the banquet.
owner and operator.

SILE)
bet weer
ground
River,
at site. a
parking

Nei

Trophies Presented
At Ladies Day

Oil

This
while 01
to new 1

Fulta
provern1
new col
known
men wil

Fulionians Attend
UK Alumni Banquet

GET THEM'FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.

Phone 345

modern
Cowboys

RETREADS
1

Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effec
live immediately.

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 - 160

KEEP THIS AD!
Over 25,000 Arthritic and
Rheumatic Suffers have taken
this Medicine since it has been
on the market. It is tnexpensive, can be taken in the home.
For free information give name
and address to P. 0. Box 826,
Hot Springs, Arkansas.

6:70zy13
And
Retreadable
Tires

OUR OWN PLANT is now
in operation here in Fulton.
Retreading "WHILE YOU
WAIT".
-Tough new tread, full
width and depth.
-Factory methods, oruaranteed workmanship.
-We retread all makes of
tubeless tires.

Once they weer BUCKAROOS,
most boys won't iced* for other kinds
of blue jeans. That's because BIG
SMITH makes them to look right, fit

right and feel right. There's. siza for
every boy in BUCKAROOS, in a
*holm of 10 oz. or 13.75 or_ Sanforized

Smilage/ dam hem

blue denim. Always in styli and ideal
for

HAVE A PARTY

The State Highway Department
called Friday for bids to be opened at Frankfort, Oct. 17 on 94
miles of Kentucky road improvements.
The roads to be improved include the Shuff Road in Fulton
County from Ky. 166, 1.2 miles
southeast of Ky. 125, extending
southeast to Ky. 116, 2.9 miles
west of Jordan, a distance of
1.900 miles. The road is to be
graded, drained and traffic bound
surfaced.

A. N. PASCHALL-Continued from Page One

SAVE 114
.
07F
f"...."P

Do you own your insurance or just rent it?
I OWN mine.

LETS

County Road To
Be Improved

H. G. Wadlington, a Contact
Representative of the Kentucky
Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board,
will be present on Oct 17, at
the American Legion Home in
Fulton to assist veterans and
t,hetr dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result of
their military service
He will be present from 9 a.
m. until 3 p. m.

prefer
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Insurance Agency
Phone 1185 - Box 315

Miss Janice Walker, 17-year-old Central High School
senior at Clinton and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Walker of Fulgham, was the sweepstakes winner in the
WHITE OAK timber wanted: we instrumental division of the Mid-South Talent Contest
buy white oak standing timber; Saturday night at Memphis. She won a cash prize of
custom stave and heading bolts.
Contact us for prices and speci- $100 and competed against talent from six states. She
firations. National Distillers was one of five to compete or the Grand Sweepstakes on
.I'roducts Co.; Box 65, Wingo, Saturday night.
Ky.
James Reed, talented pianist of Fulton, was eliminatFOR SALE - Seedling pecan ed in the semi-final round of the Talent Contest Saturtrees, 12 to 18 inches high.
Price 25c each. Individually day afternoon. He was a winner in the instrumental dipotted. Ready for transplanting. vision on Wednesday night. He was the only local entry
Call or write West Greenhouses, to reach the pre-finals. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
phone 2361 or Roper Pecan
Company, phone 2632, Hickman, Seldon Reed of Country Club Court.
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Mine are not.

BOB HYLAND

ATTENTION: Ladies in Water
Valley, Crutchfield, Pilot Oak,
Cuba, Lynnville, Cayce, Dukedom: for profitable part-time
work. Must have 18 hours
available to earn $41.30 in these
special areas; no experience
needed.
Write Mrs. Betty
Piercy; P. 0. Box 1006, Jackson, Tennessee, or phone Jackson 2-1889 after 8:00 p. m. If
rural area, include direction to
home and phone number.

Ky.

Furniture Company

Vet Representative
To Be In Fulton

The Weakley County Singing
convention will be held Saturday
nigh4 beginning at 7:30 and Sun.
day. starting at 10:30 a. m., at
the Dresden school building.
Wesley Perkins, president, is
Issuing an invitation to all singers
and listeners of good gospel songs
to attend.
A Perkins Trio will be there, as
will the Gardner junior quartet.
If you have not heard the little
Gardner boy sing deep down bass,
you are in store for a treat.
Irby Palmer of Mayfield, president of the Graves County Singing Convention, will also be present.
Singers from all over West
Kentucky and Tennessee are expected. The Junior class of Dresden will serve the Sunday noon
time meal.

SALE, while they last. Choice
selection of Freeman and Florsheim shoes at $10.95 and $12.95
at Forrester's Shoe Shop.

BEST

Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

-Indurance--

_ see

(Garland Merryman, Cecil

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

FREE PARKING!

Real Estate in Fulton

& W Appliances

CLASSIFIED ADS

Singing To Be
Held At Dresden

When it's

school, work

sad play.

CHARLIE SCA'TES STORE
Lake St.

NOFFEL'S
DEPT. STORE
Lake St.
Fulton

Iii

;.04fr4•ke

Fulton

Phone 389

B.F.Goodrich tires
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